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Editor’s Preface
The essays gathered in the five volumes of Nehad Selaiha: Selected
Essays are those selected by the author herself from the hundreds she
published in the weekly journal Al-Ahram (The Pyramids). Her
death at the beginning of 2017 left an enormous void in the
Egyptian and Arab theatre world. She was not only by far the most
widely read, widely informed and influential critic in this world,
but was a figure of considerable international stature and the
mentor and model for an entire generation of young Egyptian
performers, playwrights and scholars.
These collections, now long out of print, appeared in 2003 and
2004, approximately half way through Nehad Selaiha’s remarkable
career, and provide an impressive sampling of the range and depth of
her critical insight and interest. The first volume is largely devoted
to one of Selaiha’s central interests, the modern Egyptian Free
Theatre Movement, which has produced almost all of the
significant young directors, dramatists and actors in that
country for the past generation. The next two books report on
productions of various Arab dramatists, mostly Egyptian
and mostly in Cairo, but Selaiha’s wide-ranging interests take her
often to productions in other parts of Egypt, and eventually to
various festivals in other Arab nations.
The final two volumes, Cultural Encounters, discuss examples of
international, primarily European and American drama presented
in Egypt. Selaiha’s view is a cosmopolitan, international one (her
academic field was English literature, and she is as likely to quote
Shakespeare, Wordsworth or Eliot as she is some Arab authority)
but her view of even familiar classics, in the eyes of an educated
articulate contemporary Cairene woman, bring to these a
stimulating fresh perspective. Rarely does Selaiha confine herself to
the parameters of a conventional review, though she does generally
provide detailed comments on acting and staging, but she embeds
these observations in more general essays on the physical, social
and cultural context of each production, so that the reading of
these essays provides a unique insight not only into the current
theatre scene in the theatre capital of the Arab world, but into the
cultural context that surrounds that scene and gives it meaning
and resonance.

Marvin Carlson
Dec. 2019
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Prancing Electra:
Euripides' Electra in Alexandria*
It was a positive.relief having to miss the annual Egyptian theatre
gala evening last friday. I had seen a dress rehearsal of the performance
prepared especially for the occasion and·was dreading the prospect of
having to repeat the experience out of courtesy. I Say to You, a collage
of poems and dramatic scenes froin the works of Salah Abdel Sabour
(arranged by his widow, Samiha Ghaleb and.directed by Sa'd Ardash)
proved an eloquent illustration of what Peter Brook termed 'the deadly
theatre'� Ponderous without passion and grandoise without real dignity,
it seemed intended to corroborate the minister of culture's recent
denunciation of the mainstreain Egyptian theatre.
Cornered some weeks ago at the Press Syndicate into commenting
on the deplorable performance· of the state-run theatre sector in recent
years, he admitted; with devastating frankness, that he had given up on
it; he· could neither dismantle it nor put it to rights. With vexing,
unruffled equanimity he went on to compare it to a rotting, decaying
tree whose collapse was (hopefully!) imminent. He pinned his hopes,
he said, on the younger generation, meaning, of course, the free theatre
groups. Oblivious of the fact, bitterly ironical, ·that these beleagured
groups have failed to hold. their annual festival this year, he stoutly
declared that they alone could rejuvenate the Egyptian theatre. More
ironical still was the announcement that -very soon many ·of those free
groups would come under the umbrella of the· ministry through the
financial sponsorship: of the cultural ·development fund. About the
*

22.6.1995, In Arabic.
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Moskof has arranged for the whole group to travel to Athens on 19th
July to attend the Mediterranean Cultures Festival (held this year under
the title "communication across the waters") and to perform their Electra
at the Aetopoulio cultural centre there. The benefits, however, though
substantial, carry with them, perhaps inevitably, a certain c:urtailment of
the group's freedom. When I brought up this point with Moskof and
Papathanassiou in the course of a conversation on the Egyptian theatre,
they acknowledged.its ·truth and suggested, by way of remedy, t�at in
future the Foundation for Hellenic Culture would try to sponsor four
productions, two of which. would be left completely free for the gr�up
to decide upon.

T_
he performance itself was moderately interesting: As in their two
previous productions, the group approached Electra through movement
and dance, reducing the spoken dialogue to the bare minimum. A lot of
hard work has obviously gonejnto the making of the show, but di_
rector
Ramadan Abdel Hafiz, thoug� extremely imaginative, has had no
· training either as dancer or choreographer and the production betrays
this lack. At times, the movement, which on the whole followed a
circular pattem,.seemed forced, naive or erratic and, technically, the
performers still have a long way to go. There were some powerful
scenes, however, like the opening ritualistic dance with the grotesquely
masked papier-mache, scarecrow-like figures and the flight of
Clytemnestra in front of Orestes. It is at such moments that one
becomes convinced of the group's talent and the energy of their
imagination. Hisham Abdel-Qadir's music was sufficiently dramatic ·but
could have done with a hint of primitivism and some authentic Greek
flavour. On the visual level, however, Ahmad El-Manawishi's set and
constumes suppiied this deficiency. The costumes,_ of rough, undyed
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and colourful concrete alphabet, eclectically culled from many Eastern
cultures, an original feminist, deconstructive reading of the old.
patriarch� mythoJogies.
·
In the alien Eastern ·visual context of.Les Atrides (a name that
carries the stench of cannibalism, reminding us of the famous banquet
where Agamemnon's father, Atreus, feasted his- brother. Thyeste� on
the flesh of three of his children), Electra was no longer the traditional
mouthpiece for divine justice, nor was she the deranged and.sexually
frustrated suburban spinster I had always imagined her, nor yet a
Freudian father-loving, mother-hating type as O'Neil had pictured her
in Atfouming Becomes Electra, yet another trilogy. Since the character
was played by the same· actress who had earlier doubled in the two
preceding plays as.Iphigenia and Cassandra, she immediately became,
on the visual �evel,_ subsµmed under the .(by then) established catego,ry
of the oppressed young female victim who is robl;>ed of authenic
consciousness, stuffed with male delusions, and reduced to being- either
a physjcal appendage to the male� ;;i war trophy to bear witness to his
virility and military prowess (Cassandra), a sacrificial scapeg�at at the
altar of patriarchal authority (Iphigenia), or a mechanica], vodferous
propounder of the dominant male ideology (Electra), ranting an� raving
in the name of some crazed, in_scrutable passion because she can't have
her mother hacked to pieces.

,

The subversion of female identity and worldview as portrayed in
, Les Atrides and. the frustratio� of female sexuality f�nd their focus in
the unfortunate Electra who, at the. end of her vengeful mission. in the
third part, The Choephori, becomes panic-stricken at realising the
unbelievable heaviness of corpses; her frenzied attempts to drag the
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black, with a dusty look and feel, director Spyros· A. Evangelatos used .
the bodies of his actors and seven-women chorus to s�ructure the empty
space, producing a series of haunti�gly beautiful configurations. The
sculptured look and character. of the-performance· and the hypnotic
stillness of the chorus for the most pa� maq.e the few out-bursts of
flurried m�vement extremely effective .. On the auditory level, the
performance had a distinct musical quality", mostly vocal; indeed, the
great Leda Tassopouiou (as Electra) chanted rather than spoke her lines,·
creating a co�plex rhythmical pattern of swells and ebbs, low
rumblings and loud crashes; the rest of . the cast supplied
well-orchestrated variations on this basic tonal web· and Nikos
Kipourgos's instrumental music was solely tised to frame the emotional
pitches or to underline a .change of mood. Yet in all this, a sense of
emotional detachment persisted despite tl;le undeniable theatrical �mpact
of the performance and its m�ny unforgettable moments.
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Clytemnestra's grief is equally ·shattering in its impact. She rushes
in, in her _homely, grey dress, looking distraught, then slowly bends
backwards with her ar�s limply hanging over her head, and all of
sudden, hurls her torso violently forward, like the crack of a whip,
and viciously punishes her thighs, _womb and breast. Then, as if
unable to remain sti11 any longer, she starts running backwards,
in frenzied circles, until she fina11y collides with Agamemnon. For a
minute, she rigidly locks him in her arms then wrenches off his
military coat, tears open his trousers, pulls them down to his knees
and repeatedly rushes backward and forward between this stiU,
ludicrous, utterly mortified figure and the pile of stones Iphigenia had
stood upon earlier, dressed �s a goddess, fetching stones and dropping
them down his pants after spitting on them. When the load finally
· brings him to his knees, she leaves. He stays ·completely still. in his
ridiculous squatting position, then picks up a stone, stuffs it in his
mouth and proceeds to speak. But what comes out are eerie, lugubrious
sounds; as if issuing from a hollow cave, or from beyond the grave.
The sounds continue even as he is carried away by his soldiers, stiJI in
his crouching position.- When we see him next, he is upright, facing
Iphigenia, as we first saw her, across the stage, and is surrounded by at
least five tableaux vivants representing Abraham raising the knife over
the prostrate Isaac. The five Isaacs plead in different tongues for the
angel of the Lord to corri� and say� them. After a momentary blackout,
the angel appears in a spectacul�r manner. He is Agamemnon, but
naked and divested of his military suit, with two gigantic wings
sprouting from his shoulders and filling the whole stage. Then,
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road, touring the provinces with his teacher, Silvan, and his company,
moulded his taste, and acting style for Jife. For two years after his return
·to Egypt, in 1910, he acted exclusively in French, forming a company
for that purpose ·and· taking the lead in such famous classics .of the
French stage as Louis XI, Racine's Andromache, and Moliere's
Tartuffe, among others.
After two successful seasons, however, Abyad, who was equally
profici�t in Arabic, was instructed by the minister of Education then to
use his knowledge and experience to improve the state of the Egyptian
th�at� by joining the theatrical mainstream, seeking a wider audience,
and offering them the great European classics in Arabic. The French
company was disbanded, and with generous financial help from a
wealthy benefactor and theatre.. fover, by the name of Abdel Raziq
•inayet, Abyad fonned another in ·his name; ii opened its first season at
tile O�ra on 19 March, 1912 with a production of a verse drama by the
famous Hafez Ibrahim, 'the·.poet of the Nile' (as he.was nicknamed),
called The Wounded Lover· of Beirut. Oedipus Rex and Othell o,
followed and, in subsequent years, Shakespeare's Macbeth. King Lear,
Julius Caesar. The Merchant of Venice, and The Taming oftlie Shrew
were added· to the repertoire, as well as Ibsen's Enemy of the People
,
and a dozen French classics, including Moliere s Don Juan, Les
Femmfs Savantes. Tartuffe and L'Ecole des Femmes.
The company survived for twenty_ years, despite frequent Jack of
funds, the avid popular taste for vaudevilles, farces, musicals and
violent soci.tl melodramas ·(invariably performed in the accessible
colloquial rather than the forbidding classical Arabic), ·and
notwithstanding-the fierce competition offered by Yusef Wahbi and
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production at the National Upstairs this year, my own experience of it
was not just a question of me.being in a particularly susceptiJ)le mood
that night, or that night's performance being a one-time fluke. And what
does this prove? If anything, that given a modicum of decent acting, a
really good text can make up for almost any lack and take everything in
its stride.
But this leaves us with something of a riddle: why was such a
poweiful, well-tested play neglected by directors and theatre companies
in Egypt for over half a century? The puzzle becomes more teasing
when you know that the text is widely known among educated
Egyptians and features regularly (in the original Greek or in translation,
and usually hand in hand with the Poetics) on the curricula of al most all
Arabic and European language departments in Egyptian universities.
Furthermore, of the many the Europe�n adaptations of the myth
(twenty-nine were produced between 1614 and 1939), the most famous
- namely, Seneca's, Corneille's, Voltaire's, John Dryden's, Jean
Cocteau's (The Infernal Machine) and Andre Gide's - are either
available in Arabic or taught in their original languages in universities. It
wouldn't. do to argue that Sophocles's text would be too shocking in
performance and trot out its web of taboo relationships as an
explanation. Between 1949 and 1970, four local variations appeared all by prestigious, morally upright and highly respected authors - and
two of them found their way to the stage.
In 1949, Tawfiq El-Hakim and AH Ahmed Bakathir published their
versions; in 1968,· Fawzi Fahrni wrote The Retum of the Absent
(performed at the National in 1977, with Mahmoud Yasin in the title
role and Ayda Abdel-Aziz as Jocasta), and two years later, Gala)
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El-Sharqawi direct�d Ali Salem's hilarious political satire in the
vernacular, You Wh� Killed the Beasi, for (the now defunct) AlHakim theatre. Read together, the four plays reveal common features.
All view the myth from a political perspective (as their authors openly
admit in their introductions to the published texts), waving aside
the central conflict between Oedipus and the gods and centering
the plot on a power- struggle, riddled with conspiracies. In all of
them, Oedipus invariably appears as a good, benevo]ent king, misled,
corrupted, or led astray by priests and courtiers, while Tiresias (or
Luskias in Bakathir's case) and Creon a1ways play the villains.
Significantly too, all were written in response to a national crisis:
Fahmi's and Salem's were immediate reactions to the 1967
disastrous war in which they tried to make sense of or exorcise the
terrible nightmare of the June defeat. In both, Oedipus was a thin
disguise for Nasser \\tho, in Salem's case, was blamed for shutting
himself off from his people, leaving them an easy prey to his demonic
clique, while in Fawzi's, his fatal mistake was hiding the truth from
his people. The late critic, Ghali Shukri, has written extensively
about the recurrence in the Egyptian drama of the 1960s of this
representation of Nasser which, while not completely exonerating
him, lays most of the blame on his coterie of trusted colleagues
and assistants.
It seems, however, that this lenient, sympathetic view of the people
in power, however grievous their mistakes, dates back further than the
1960s. Al-Hakim's Odeeb is a case in point. Noting the play's political
relevance in his book, The Egyptian Theatre after World War II (I 979),
Sarni Munir relates it to its immediate historical context, reading it as a
political metaphor of the events of 4 February, 1942, when the British
troops surrounded King Farouk's palace and forced him to appoint a
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Wafdi government, with El-Nahhas Pasha at its head. Similarly,
according to Munir, Tiresias (the British), in Al-Hakim's play,
manipulates Oedipus, the rightful heir to the throne (the Wafd party),
for his own ends, bringing him to power by lies and a show of force.
In both cases, the Wafd's and Oedipus's, it was a fatal mistake_ to get to
power through the machinations of-a sly enemy of the people, and,
therefore, both inevitably lose their power and credibility and meet with
a tragic end.
Bakathir's Odeeb, on the other hand, was w1itten in the wake of the
defeat of the Arab armies in Palestine in 1948, "At the time," he says, "I
felt despair regarding the future of the Arab nation and shame, disgrace
and ignominy. Our dignity had been trampled underfoot. I remained in
the grip of this deep, heavy pain a long time, not knowing how to
relieve it." The play, which offers an Islamic/political reading of the
myth, was obviously his way of relieving it. More than anything, it
reflects the intensification of the Islamic movement in the late 1940s,
and was obviously influenced by Sayed Qutb's book, Social Justice in
Islam, which s_ought to stem the rising tide of Marxism at that time by
formulating an integrated, coherent Islamic theory of social justice.
Oedipus, portrayed as a kind of popular, epic hero, is an ardent believer
in social justice; unfortunately, however, he is an atheist who believes
only in the power of the human intellect and will. His Jack of faith
blinds him to the evil intrigues of Luskias, the wily, ungodly,
mammon-worshipping priest ·and politician, and he falls an easy prey to
him. Tiresias, howeve1:", who speaks like a preacher, in a language
redolent of the Koran, leads him back to God and converts him to the
belief that without faith in God and total submission to his will and
guidance, social justice can never be attained. By the time Bakathir's
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Oedipus leaves Thebes (and the stage), he has become a devout Moslem
(lil<,e his author) who believes that only through Islam can his nation
triumph and find justice and prosperity.
May be any Egyptian play based on the Oedipus myth has to be
perforce political. As some Arab thinkers have argued, and Al-Hakim
remarked in his preface to his own treatment, the Greek concept of
tragedy is inherently antithetical to the Islamic view of the
relationship between human beings and God. A Moslem Oedipus can
only grapple with earthly issues and fight sordid politicians and
mean-spirited foes. Aq occasional glimpse of the Greek, pagan hero,
therefore, is always a refreshing, welcome treat. Pray to God our
increasingly repressive times clo not deprive us of it.
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Shakespeare*

* Other Egyptian productions of King Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, A
Midsummer Nights' Dream and Titus Andronicus are covered in two earlier
books by the same author, both published by the General Egyptian Book
Organisation (GEBO). See: The Egyptian Theatre: A Diary, 1990-1992 (1993),
pp. 22-26, 40-43, 45-47, 51-54 and The Egyptian '(heatre: New Directions
(2003), pp. 157-164, 173-179, 189-192, 233-240, 353-360.

Second-hand Shakespeare
at the Theatre Institute*
In the interval after the first, competently performed, acting project
of students from the Theatre Institute - a sequence of scenes from A
Midsummer Night's Dream which included the slanging match
between Hermia and Helena-I heard a student in the row behind me
complain to her neighbour in a tone of righteous indignation: "How
could they vulgarise Shakespeare like that? This is an acting project, not
a commercial play! How could Galal El-Sharqawi (who directed the
students) allow them to do that?" Intrigued, I turned around and asked:
"Do what?" "Ad lib." She spat out the word in utter disgust. I was
totally puzzled; the students had not interpolated a single word and the
translation they used was meticulously accurate. I voiced my thoughts
and was answered by a look of wild disbelief. "It's all in the text, I
assure you," I told her. But her face told me clearly that I could not
assure her in a million years.
But that young woman was not really to blame. The real culprit is
Khalil Mutran who, like the proverbial bear with the lethal hug or like
Othello, loved Shakespeare 'not wisely, but too well'. Curiously, he
never knew the plays in the original, but through French translations;

and yet he un_dertook the translation of the four famous tragedies plus
The Merchant of Venice into Arabic. His passion for the bard was
undoubtediy honest and his intentions worthy: to introduce Arabic
readers to the great master and inspire them with sufficient awe towards
* 2.6.1994. In Arabic.
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themselves, becoming progressiyely inebriated and enve]oped in an
almost palpable alcoholic ·haze; and a bluish-white gramophone playing
a medley of songs and tunes which violently clashed with
Shakespeare's language and the historical period it evokes, effecting
startling temporal leaps. Thus the impression of spatial fluidity created
by the set was matched and complemented by a viv�d sense of temporal
fluidity created by sound, compounding the sense of unreality.
All the characters, including the servants and attendants, and even
the rescued Sebastian, wore full evening dress throughout or most of
the time, suggesting that the whole action took place in one n�ght during
a party, or, rather, that tl}e world of Illyria was but one continuous
party - an eternal round of dancing, boozing, masquerading and
revelry. On a few occasions, the four clever dancers (Nora Abu Steit,
Salima Barakat, Hani Eskander, and Luke Lehner), who efficiently
doubled in all the minor parts, briefly changed their appearance to suit
the occasion; but the only significant costume changes were Viola's, at
the beginning, when she exchanged her simple grey dress for tails;
Maria's, halfway through, when she replaced her austere secretary's
suit with a gaudy party dress; Malvolio's, for his appearance cross
gartered; Feste's di_sguise as Sir Topas the curate; and Olivia's golden
yellow gown after her marriage to Sebastian. Equally intriguing in the
updated visual _makeup of this production was the transformation of
Antonio, the sea captain and Sebastian's friend (Ne1Iy Ali),- into a
cartoon iniage of a movie female gangster, dressed in furs, a peaked
hat, and a red wrap-over skirt, and complete with hoarse voice and
- thick drawl.
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In this captivatingly glamorous and painfully unreal trap of a world
that Mitri a�d his brilliant artistic crew created, the actors performances
were fitting]y orchestrated according to their type and degree of studied
artificiality. Some of the cast I had already seen and admired in Mitri's
previous production of Moliere's L'Avare (his first in Cairo) a few
months ago. It was an exciting and memo"rable production, vibrant;
fast-paced, highly imaginative and devastatingly funny - the best of
the_ play � have seen in Egypt or anywhere in the Arab world. In it,
Karim Bishay took the lead as Harpagon, managing with finesse and
dexterity the complex and intricately detailed physical and vocal patterns
Mitri devised for him. As Sir Toby Belch in Twelfth Night, he was
again a constant source of joy, playing the character as a kind of
domesticated Falstaff, but younger and spry, with a sense of style.
Nadine Khidr who presented in L'Avare a felin�, predatory, seductive
and garishly made-up Frosine, and was every inch a woman, albeit in a
strip cartoon kind of way, presented here a credible Viola. Her heig�t,
deep voice and strong features were an asset and· helped her to cope
with her difficult trans-sexual part without appearing in the slightest
degree butch. Indeed, at several points in the play, including some of
the most hilarious scenes, particularly the duel with Sir _Andrew,. she
managed to communicate, quite poignantly, her feeling of panic,
confusion, helplessness and deep insecurity. Her joy at meeting her
brother was touchingly genuine, and her secret love for the Duke had_
the moving ring of truth. Mariam Abu Oaf too was a surprise. Her
·elegant, confident, sophisticated and stylishly effete Olivia was the
complete opposite of her timid, shy and breathlessly romantic Marianne
in Moliere's play. As Malvolio, Karim El-Fouly was fittingly pompous,
haughty, sardonically disdainful, and, when cross-gartered, openly
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and his overwhelmingly bewitching presence? But who would want to
see this delightful, attractive actor, still in his fifties, as an irascible,
cantankerous, doddering old fool? One can understand El-Fakharani's
reasons for taking on the part: it is a tremendous, daunting challenge.
But only a demented directo r, hysteric�Uy obsessed with
experimentation would think of casting him in it. Was it just a stroke of
luck? Or part of a bigger, intentional design?
Ahmed Abdel-Halim frankly admits that he never sought the
honour of directing King Lear; rather, it was thrust upon him by the
indefatigable Hoda Wasfi, the former director of the National, a year
before she resigned her post. He accepted the assignment with great
trepidation and freezing feet. His spell at The Royal Academy of
Dramatic Arts (RADA) in London, back in the 1960s (where he gave a
memorable perfonnance of Othello for his graduation project) had made
him wary of Shakespeare and alerted him to the many dangerous pitfalls
and slippery paths

of his plays. More than any other Egyptian director,

he was aware of the enormous difficulties and hard choices any
production of an elusive, protean text like King Lear would involve.
He had read the stage-history of the play in its country of origin, as well
as in Europe, and knew how disconc�rting critics, since Goethe and
Coleridge, and actors, since Betterton, had found it, and how much
hacking and mauling it had undergone at the hands of directors.
Luckily for Abdel-Halim, he had happened to be in England at the
time director Peter Hall, as head of the Royal Shakespeare Company,
was initiating a new method of producing Shakespeare. The four
seminal precepts which constituted Hall's new method were: liveliness,
textual care, social relevance and theatrical totality. With these provisos
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in mind, Abdel-Halim embarked upon his Lear, carefully steering it on
a middle course between innovation and conventionality. His Lear
would be the extreme opposite of George Abyad and the horde of
classical actors who toed his line; hence Yehia El-Fakharani. To fmther
disorient the audience and splinter their traditi-onal · pattern of
expectations, he chose for the role of the vicious, demonical Edmund,
the.. bastard son. of the Earl of Gloucester, Ahmed Salama, who always
plays 'the good boy' in television soap operas, giving him a marvellotJs
opportunity to prove his i\i'ersatility - which he did, and quite
magnificently too, taking the audience into his confidence with the kind
of unabashed theatricality one usually associates with Iago. For the two
evil sisters, he cast the lovely, wi1lowy Sawsan Badr, who has wrung
our hearts with her poignant performance in her recent film Closed
Doors� and the 'petite', explosively sexy, but outwardly
innocent-looking and childlike, Salwa Mohamed Ali. The performances
of the rest of the cast, uniformly competent, and some of them quite
vibrant - like Mohamed Nagi's Kent, Einad El-Arousi's Edgar/Poor
Tom, Rushdi El-Shami's Oswald, and Magdi EI-Edrisi's Cornwall tended more or less to conform to what the ordinary spectator would
expect from the characters they represent.
But what kind of world did Abdel-Halim cast all those lovely
performers and intriguing characters into? It was definitely a palpably
stagy world - the kind of world you would expect from any rugged
illusion-makers of a rough itinerant show. It was more polished
though, with lots of tinsel and glitter, like a conventional, �ommercial
Christmas pantomime. The show has that kind of ambience - the
atmosphere of a festive make-believe charade. To bring Lear nearer
home and achieve 'socia1 relevance', the director wisely used Fatma
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centred on the rerennial and passionately controversial issue of
co11oquial versus classical Arabic. Safwan is a fervent champion of the
former and a fierce opponent of the supermacy of the latter, describing
it as a class-related form of oppression. Like Mustafa Musharafa, the
Egyptian scientist who wrote a whole novel in coUoquiaJ Arabic in the
twenties ) the vast contingent of Arab dramatists and dramaturges who
have fought over decades to crown it on the stage, and the many poets,
including Biram El-Tonsi, Salah Jahin and Fouad Hadad, who have
honed it into an admirable vehicle for poetic expression, Safwan insists
on writing in colloquial Arabic and regards the linguistic dichotomy in
Arab societies as a highly destructive form of cultural schizophrenia and
a tool of political and social hegemony.
As a life-long member of the Left (whose father, though an
Azharite sheikh, founded the first Egyptian Socialist party in 1923 and
was rewarded with a long spell in jail), Safwan's linguistic views have
firm ideological underpinnings. He makes them amply clear in both his
introduction to the text of his translation (published by the Anglo
Egyptian Bookshop) where he quotes from Dante's unfinished Latin
treatise, De vulgari eloquentia, to support his argument, and his
translator's note in the programme of the Mansoura production - both
written in colloquial Arabic. In the latter he succinctly says: "a people
who do not respect the language they speak and consider it unfit. for
literature and education can never have self-respect, a say in the shaping
of their destiny, or the power to make their rulers heed their will."
Though colloquial Arabic has become an' accepted medium for
contemporary realistic drama, and is sporadicaHy used in translations of
foreign texts, including three Shakespearean comedies (M. Enani's The
Merry Wives of Windsor and S. Sarhan's As You Like It and A
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The less said about the other actors, the better; El-Kholi's
'adaptation' never gave them a chance. Hisham Abdallah, as Iago, was
pathetic, and his frantic efforts to make something out of what was left
of his part were heart-rending, and so were Galal El-Hagrasi's antics as
Roderigo. About the only one who managed to keep afloat was Amani
El-Bahtiti as Emilia, and this only because her part was the least
affected by the director's mania for cutting.
The costumes, you wil] already have guessed from my description
of the opening scene, were atrocious in colour, design and ft and
i

Magdi El-Zaqazeeqi's choreography was haphazard and clumsy. As for
the sets, they consisted mostly of gaudily-painted flats and made one
often wonder if Othello had not wandered by mistake into a children's
picture book. However, they had the virtue of appearing and
disappearing quickly, which made the blackouts needed for set changes
quite brief. The only really decent thing in the show was Mursi
El-Khattab's music (whether composed or compiled the programme
does not say, but one gets the impression that it might be the latter),
particu]ar]y the short prelude of pattering, light notes on the piano and
deep strains on the violin. The director would have done well to inject
more of it into the show - to sedate the audience, if nothing else.
Having seen ?amdi Geith declaim Othello in Mutran's hallowed
translation from the boards of the National in the early 1960s, two
versions of the play ( one in colloquial Arabic) in the provinces in the
1980s, then, last year, a farcical parody of it based on No'man
Ashour's colloquial translation and staged by the Youth Theatre as a
kind of jeu d'esprit, I had thought I had seen the worst Egyptian
Othellos. El-Kholi, however, managed to surprise me, and, for this at
least, I give him credit.
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managed with admirable smoothness and their performances were
uniformly finely s�aded and ·accurately rendered, with sensitive vocal
delivery and intelligent manipulation of body language. As in the best
productions of the Night I have seen, Swedish director Eva Bergman
and her Swedish-Egyptian artistic and technical crew (assistant director
Ahmed El-Attar, choreographer Tomas Fredriksson, music director Bo
Stenhom, set and costume designer Tofte Per Lam.berg, light designer
Charlie Astrom, sound designer Charlie- Schaloske and make-up artist
Elisa Efergan, as well as Nifisa Sayed Zaki and Ahmed Qutb) managed
to bring to the surface the murky depths and disturbing nuances and
associations of this deceptively skittish and Hghthearted text.
Instrumental in this respect were the_ performances of Hassan
Kreidli as both Puck and Philostrate, the master of revels as Theseus's
court, and Roba El-Shamy as both Hippolyta's attendant and Moth the only fairy who survived the Bergman-Raga}? present version of the
play. In leather, baggy trousers, with tousled hair and· a bare chest,
except for a short, sleeveless, open vest, Kreidli came across as a
crazed, deranged, impish teenager, alternately violent� dangerous and
obscene. His mime scenes with Roba - Bergman's creation of course :-
were daringl y erotic, with vivid suggestions of malice, threat, sly
evasions and secret collusion in mischief, while his habit of arrogantly
jerking forward the lower half of his body wheneve_r he spoke to any
one was calculatedly vulgar and obscene. He was obviously a creature
of the nether world, a spirit of sexual and moral anarchy. On more than
one occasion, we caught him on the verge of raping or savaging one 9f
the sleepers, be it Hermia, Titania, or even Lysander, and was only
stopped by the timely appearance of Oberon or another character.
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The boundless� anarchic sexual energy which characterised the
fairy world gained f�rce from the austere simplicity and emptiness of
the deep blue surroundings and its intensity was coloured, modulated
and, where necessary, tempered down by the powerful and vividly
evocative musical score which blended mood pieces with Western pop
and Egyptian folk tunes. Indeed, in this production the music, played
Jive on stage, with the six musicians who jointly created it in fulJ view,
was of primary importance - a veritable structural element. Each of the
six musicians - Ahmed Omran (Oud and flute), Tarik Yamani
(keyboard), Mahmoud Refat (drums), Bo Stenholm (bass), Mohamed
Gamal, known as Mizo (percussion) and Nur Ashour (saxophone)- as
the programme telJs us, "contributed his special experience and talent"
and, together, "they worked in cooperation with the actors, the
choreographer and the director to fine-tune the music and integrate it
into the whole performance."
A Midsummer Night's Dream in colloquial Arabic is not a novelty

in Egypt and has been done at least four times before. What makes the
language in this production so special, apart from its authentic Egyptian
imagery and rhythms, is the fact that it incorporated the vocal
modulations and characteristics of the Lebanese, Moroccan, Palestinian
and Jordanian Arabic dialects. The vocal score of the performance
became enriched by this fusion and ordinary words gained in freshness,
sounding at once familiar and delightfully strange. Like the music and
the highly successful programme of workshops, either related to or
built into the work of the production, which, over more than three
months, has provided valuable training ground for the· Arab cast and
technical crew, as well as other young artists, this vocal blending has
cultural implications and highlights the aim of this Swedish/Arab
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Well, it did n_
ottum out to be that simple. Within•a very short tirp.e
the style of the production revealed itself and it w3:s good}?ye .to .any
hopes of passive, lazy watching. It was like a game that needed our
active participation and iID:aginative involvement. The story was there,
in Robin Brooks's intelligerit and concentrated adaptation .which stuck
faithfully to the novel. in theme, outline and verbal textur�. But the
experience of the production far surpassed the mere following of a good
yam with a Faustian hero. The excitement stemmed mainly from the
demands· constantly made on our imagination; one had fo be alert all the
time; constructing the scene, supplying links and details, defining and
redefining identities and locations. It was a thrilling, exhilarating effort,
and creative in the most satisfying sense. Suddenly the familiar story
was not familiar anymore and gained in symbolic power and emotional
depth and complexity.
One often forgets how much sophisticatio� and imaginative daring
it takes to attain real simplicity. Out of the many details in
Stevenson's novel, designer Anna Georgiadou chose one single item:
the back door of Dr. Jekyll's laboratory. Exaggeratedly high,
forbiddingly grey and weather-beaten, it dominated the whole stage
as the one solid, fi�ed object. Around it the four actors created
imaginary doors through mime and as the action was·repeated, quite
pointedly sometimes, the presence of this visible door, which
remained grimly shut throughout, except for the few stunning
moments when it revealed Mr. Hyde, grew unbearably sinister
and menacing. In one _ unforgettable scene Mr. Utterson (played
by Simon Walter) stands looking fixedly at it in a puzzled, troubled
manner. The light diins then brightens and the other three actors
(Andrew Wheaton, Adam Fahey and Steph Bramwell) dash around,
creating an early morning street scene, then the light dims again
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with the character and aquitted herself competently�. Indeed, she is ·one
of those few young actors who keep improving with ·every part. Farid
Kamal, Adel Saqr and Ra'fat El-Dweri (as Emperor Joseph II, Baron
Van Swieten and Count Orsini;..Rosenberg) formed a delightful, comic
trio which balanced the sombreness of Salieri.
Now, with a superb text (despite the omissions), Mozart's music, a
conscientious director and a good cast one shouldn't have anything to
complain about. But one has. Contrary to what Aristotle claims in his
Poetics, 'spectacle', the visual element in a drama, is not an optional
extra. Here, it mars the whole effect. The set, wigs and costumes
managed between them to plunge the actors and the audience into a
claustrophobic hole of cheap tinsel glitter and vulgar tattiness. The
cluttered multiple set representing an opera-house stage on the right of
the audience, Mozart's lodging on their left, and Salieri's home facing
them, was too bulky for the small hall of El-Tali'a. El-Dweri chose the
small hall, as he admits in the printed programme, in the interest of
intimacy between audience and performers; but with a set like that, the
audience were nearly crowded out of the hall altogether. When designer
Hassan Abdel Tawwab had finished putting up his set, there was barely
room for two rows of seats. The ambitious set-plan, coupled with a low
budget, could only result in general tawdriness. The costumes were
shabby enough, but nothing could compete with the horror of the wigs,
particularly Mozart's. Made of coarse, cheap yam, it kept sticking out
in places, giving him the look of a crazed man; worse still, it was dyed
yellow streaked with red. The idea, as the director told me, was to
s�ggyst the fire of genius, but. the final impression was more of an
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if any audience can do that now, and
ominous sign.

tf

they did, it would he an

Still, Synge's Playboy remains a near perfect work in terms of
structure, language, characterisation and atmosphere. If one could lay
one's political consciousness to rest and forgive, for the space of the
performance, the absence of that sense of relevance and immediacy
which makes for a vibrant dramatic experience, one could enjoy the
play.
In the Communicado Company production, director Gerry
Mulgrew, designer Karen Tennent, lighting-designer Jeanine Davies
and costume-designer Hilary MacDonald combined their creative forces
to provide a fitting setting for the talents of their gifted performers. The
set had a significantly lop-sided, grimy, rough-textured, tattered look
and seemed to reek of the smell of sweat and the 'stale stink of poteen'.
The wooden bench, table and two stools which made up nearly all the
movable props were used by the director to choreograph his actors'
movement, creating some interesting formations and some hilarious
sequences.
The three acts were compressed into two parts and at the beginning
of each Mulgrew added an expressionistic scene with song and
movement. In the first, the actors, as the villagers, file in, chanting,
stand in a row facing us in their long, black gowns and hoods, then
leave after hanging a spade (the weapon with which Christy attempts to
kill his father twice and which figures prominently in the process of
mythologising him) on a wall. In the second, we watch a rowdy mock
funeral, performed by the same black-clad villagers, where the
semi-stylised movement of the solemn march and rituals soon breaks
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A Buddha in a Junkyard
The Egyptian Premiere of Pinter's
The Caretaker at the National*
Funny how all tramps look alike whatever their nationality. Pinter's
Davies who currently treads the boards of the National's main hall from
six to eight every evening is no exception, however much he struts and
frets. If you take a ramble through Ataba square at night you will
stumble upon his like, lurking in the shadows of the arcade facing the
theatre or huddled in the narrow, pitted passage-way that separates it
from the ghostly remains of what was once the Azbakkiya Gardens. I
can imagine director Mohamed Abdel Hadi running into one of them
upon his return to Cairo after many years in Europe and rushing into the
old prestigious theatre to announce to its manager, Hoda Wasfi, that he
has finally hit upon just the right play for his come-back production:
Pinter's The Caretaker.
Of course, tramps have always fascinated artists, and may be they
are, in the final analysis, kindred spirits. Sophocles's Oedipus ended up
a tramp, and so did Shakespeare's Lear, and both Chaplin and Beckett
have immortalized the figure, the one makirig him a prototype of
modem man and the other a metaphor for the human condition. Pinter's
tramp is likewise a poetical metaphor and a brilliantly comic creation;
but he is also an intensely real figure, with very real faults, fears and
obsessions. He may be the archetypal lost father, Adam, coping with
his sons after the fall or Gloster coping with his in King Lear, or even a

*

28.11.1996. In Arabic.
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Few artists, in my experi�nce, have been able to app1:9oach Beckett's
:plays with the theatrical _zest they deserve and, indeed, require. Tori
Haring:..Smith's current production of Waiting for Godoi for the· ADC
Theatre Company _at.the Wallace is one of the funniest, most refreshing
and enjoyable I· have seen of the play. The secret lies in a healthy
_disregard for philosophical pretensions, an honest admission that by
i

now the message of the play has become all too clear, an unselfsh
reluctanc� to impose a point of view or to nudge the viewer into reading
�'symbols where none intended"; but, above all, . it lies in Tori
Haring-Smith's frank, whole-hearted· and exultant embracing of
the artificiality, t�at is, the built-in theatricality of the play.·
I could hardly recognise the Wallace when I stepped into it. It had
been dismantled and restructured to create an intimate theatre in the
round with an exciting sloping performance area. The audience· sat on
all sides, at various levels, and the effect of this fan-shaped, uneven
seating _arrange°:1-ent was to create for the audience the illusion of being
precariously balanced on the tip of a pre_cipice and_ about to fall in. The
sense of danger, albeit illusory� accentuated the feeling of intimacy and
partnership in the game particularly when the actors dashed among the·
audience trying to hide·or escape. But the only escape route, a side door
• that leads out of the theatre altogether, had been intelligently placed in
the new spatial structure at the very bottom of the slope. Thus, quitting
the theatre bec�me the equivalent (for th� duration of the performance)
to quitting·Iife, and the Wallace became a physical, concrete metaphor
of the world. Occupying the centre of this vivid metaphor was the
familiar lonely tree, here pathetically exposed on all ·sides,-providing no
-hiding place. To enhance the theatricality,_ both the lighting and the·
acting had a charm�ng simplicity and a studied child-like feel which
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contrasted beautifully with the make-up of the performers and their
costumes. The actors (Tarek El-Etrebi, Karim Mansour, Sherif Bishay,
Mohamed Abu Rayya and Sayo Yushioka) were not only competent,
but brought to their parts an infectious energy. They, with their director
and her crew, managed to reconcile me to Beckett. With them, waiting
for Godot was an immense pleasure.
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invaluable in terms of the inspiring insights it ·gave us into his
understanding of theatre and method of work. Cultivating the power of
intuition, grasping the effecr of the cultural context on any process of
theatrical signification, understanding the influence of the hierarchies of
power on feeling, behaviour and social and personal relationships, and
ensemble acting were the focal points. The part concerning cultural
differences in particular occasioned great hilarity. The participants
included ten Egyptians, mostly young performers and directors, two
British actresses (Jacqueline _Defferary and Karina Fernandez), and a
brilliant AUC team made up of playwright Tom Coash, director Tori
Haring-Smith, actress and director Krista Scott (well into her pregnancy
but very agile) and director Eric Grischkat. This made it possible to
view modes of expression from different cultural angles and compare
notes about different responses to familiar situations. By the end of the
workshop Max had won a permanent place in everybody's affection
and we had gained a deeper appreciation not just of his great talent-and
commitment, but also of the breadth and richness of his humanity.
The stunning performance we watched that evening revealed
another side of .Max: the ruthless task-master. The first play in this
double-bill (Blue Heart, the title under which the evening was billed, is
an amalgam of Heart's Desire and Blue Kettle, the titles of the two
plays) qualifies as an actor's worst nightmare. The action, which
features an elderly trio (a sour-faced, bullying father, a brisk and sullen
mother and a vague, ki�dly aunt) waiting, with the permanently
drunken son of the family occasionally popping in, for a long-absent
daughter to arrive from Australia on her first visit home, follows a lurid
course and seems, like the 'platypus' referred to by Aunt Maisie at the
very beginning, to represent "a completely separate branch of (dramatic)
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many fantasies. Like a child's,. the artist's imagination does 11ot
acknowledge the rational view of reality with its linear time "'rigid spatial
organisation, and its meticulous segmentation of experience into
carefully labelled departments. Like Churchill, Maisie has this gift, and
it helps both to accept the condition of life and tolerate the waiting.
In the production, Valerie Lilley, Mary Macleod and Bernard
Gallagher gave brilliant performances as the elderly trio, spicing the
naturalism
of the acting with carefully measured dashes of parody, farce
•

and melodrama. In their hands, every ounce of comedy was squeezed

out of the hilarious stop-and-start structure without losing any of the
play's darker shadows. While rocking with laughter we were treated to
sudden and deeply disturbing fitful glimpses of the bleak dark void
under the dazzling surface. Julian McGowan's set and costumes and
Johanna}own's lighting not only provided the exactly right frame, but
were also eloquent visual signs. One look at that forbiddingly cold grey
and white kitchen was enough to explain why the daughter took off to
distant, colourful Australia and why the son sought refuge in alcohol.
The mother was austerely dressed in black and white while the father's
clothes were of the same drab grey and white of the kitchen. The only
colours to be found were significantly in Maisie's costume - a
pinkish-beige trouser suit and a white blouse with red flowers - and
those of the three young people in the play (particularly the Australian
friend who unlike the daughter and the son does not belong to the
reality represented by the kitchen). Another beautifully subtle visual
sign was the small pot of colourful flowers which Maisie constantly
brings to the table.
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Carmen at the Circus
Luly, an Egyptian musical based on the famous
opera at the Balloon theatre
In retrospect, CIFET seems to have been no more than a sudden
flash of lightening that flooded the Egyptian theatre with brilliant light
for one brief moment after which it plunged back into its customary
gloom. With the exception of the Balloon, all the state-run theatres have
switched off their lights, let down the shutters and firmly closed the
gates. Even the cultural centres are theatrically out of action. The sense
of vacancy and the state of post-festival depression which attack the
critic_ annually, at this time of year, are exacerbated by this deplorable
theatrical void which usually coincides with the onset of autumn.
Generally, it would be unfair to watch any show in this mood. In
the case of Luly, however, it was different; but for this mood, I doubt
very much if I could have tolerated its four hours of noisy drivel till the
end. Still, as light, popular entertainment, a rambling array of musjc
hall and circus numbers, stitched together by a flimsy romance, the
show mostly works. But one should guard against remembering Bizet's
Carmen on which Luly is based. Any comparison would shatter the
latter beyond repair. Not that Luly was a hustled up affair or begotten
by weaklings; the preparations and rehearsals took almost a year and it
came to us armoured with a shield of prestigious names. The names of
director Murad Mounir, composer Ammar El-Shere'i, stage designer
Hussein El-Izabi and choreographer Adel Abdou command a great deal

*
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What a pity so few people had the chance to enjoy and be deeply
provoked by the Balatum Theatre's Three Sisters. It offered a startling,
and at times quite shocking reading of Chekhov's piece, laying bare in
all their naked rawness its undercurrents q_f passion; despair and
violence. Within a quarter of an hour, all my expectations, based on
former productions, had been ruthlessly chased out, leaving me with a
perilous, overpowering sense of freedom. It is a feeling one rarely gets
in the theatre nowadays and it is deeply thrilling. It was a bare, austere
production that stripped away the old world charm of the play and its
comforting lyricism.
There was no sweet Irena here, no soft, melancholic Masha, no
tender, motherly Olga, but three modem women, in modem dress,
bursting with stormy passions and suppressed sexuality. The bare set
of Antoine Dervaux, consisting of nothing but a long, naked dining
table and a few chairs, visually communicated a terrible sense of
emptiness and the carefully orchestrated rhythm of the stylised
movement accentuated this feeling. The floor of the stage was drenched
in ·grey light which matched the drab greyness of the male characters'
uniforms. This was a world truly stripped of all comforts, where love,
joy and sexual fulfilment were truly impossible.
The despair reaches its apex in the fire scene which occurs in act
three of the play and forms its climax. In the hands of directors Guy
Allouchoric and Eric Lacascade, the scene became a stunningly
electrifying piece of theatre. With nothing but two buckets of water, a
heap of old clothes and the faint glare of a distant fire they created a
vision of hell on stage. Here violence and ritual merged in magical
poetic fusion to body forth in vivid images all that Chekhov leaves
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unsaid. The final garden scene also had its full share of haunting, silent
imagery. -I do not think I shall ever forget Masha kneeling on the table
and burying her face in a heap of flowers� or the sight of her clinging
desperately to Vershinin, hugging him with her-legs as his arms hang
limply beside him, or the sight of her stretched out hand, frozen in
midair. It will be also impossible to forget Tusenbach violently
pushing away Irena before being dragged away to his.death, not in an
honourable duel but like a struggling beast led to the slaughterhouse. I
had not thought a production of any of the plays of gentle Chekhov
could be so burningly ruthless and utterly uncompromising.
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that covered the stage completely, with air pumped underneath it to
make it billow. The. scene was so enchanting one- could not help
surrendering to the illusion, suspending the rational point of view, and
embracing this w9rld: of make-believe.

· The castaways, a weird assom:nent of people vaguely reminiscent
of times past, were frozen in a tableau vivant for a few moments then
came to life, indulging in various antics. One man, dressed as a colonial
officer, mimed the positions of a classical ballerina; another, in.his
underwear, a sports cap o( his head and a puffed up white tulle skirt
round his waist, declaimed snatches from �amlet's famous ''To be"
soliloquy, mercilessly sawing the air with his arms. A woman with
pi�tails and a white dress (vaguely suggesting th_
e conventional image
· of a fairytale princess) went up to another woman dressed in baggy'
men's _trousers and suspenders and covering �er head with a rubber
helmet sporting a green crest, unzipped her fly and inserted her hand
inside. After some feeling about, she produced a small, mech�nical toy
bird and threw _it up in the air. It circled once or twice, then flopped
down into the sea. The others - two men in suits and hats and a
woman in a straight white gown with frills - mim�d various actions,
including arguing and quarreling. T�ere were even sudden eruptions ·of
song. The cramped space made the sequence all the more exciting. The
danger that one of the castaways could easily tip ove..r was always
present.
This crazy medley of actions which gives the characters, so early in
the performance, an ambivalent identity as both adults (which is what
they look) and children (which is how they behave), was punctuated at
intervals with pauses when the actors would freeze, gaze out to sea,
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deeply moving scene which insists on the need to recognise the
barriers, however transparent, which intercept any process of
communication, of the reaching _out of the self towards the other, by
feeding us back our own image.

The Egypt projected visually on stage was the Egypt one comes
across in 19th century travellers' books and paintings. In contrast, the
accompanying ,modem sound-track - a jumble of street noises -and
babble, random snatches of radio chat-shows, and excerpts from
Nasser's historic speech -in 1956 -ih which he announced the·
nationalisation of the Suez Canal -was much more lively and vivid,
and frequently upstaged the seen action� Occasionally� it even made it
_ seem pretentious, stultified, and deadly dull. Of course, Meyssat could
· have meant it fo do just that, but I doubt it. More likely he· meant it as a
bridge between the past and the present. And whether he meant it or.
not, it resulted in a kind of facile identification of Nasser with Osiris,
and seemed to imply, in a kind of expiatory_ gesture, that the
nationalisation of the Suez Canal in '56 (to which France responded by
waging war on Egypt, together with Britain and Israel) was tant�ount
to a resµrrection.
I have no quarrel with lmentet's implications and conclusions: they
are quite worthy, if somewhat simplistic. Nor can I bring myself to
criticise its severe adumbration of the rich co�plexity of Egyptian
history in the interest of foregrounding the Pharaonic period; After all,
we still make a lot of money out of .this period, and since this' is a
French production, created exclusively by French artists (Ahmed
El-Qee'i, the one Egyptian member of the cast, plays a very marginal
role in the work and does _not really count as one of its creators), and
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performers, and the plays ranged from adaptations of well-known
Egyptian novels and foreign plays to original works by budding
dramatists, like Mahmoud Diab and Ali Salem, and popular plays,
particularly farces, from the repertoire of the National theatre and
Naguib El-Rihani's company. The companies continued to thrive,
reaching a peak of activity in '64 and '65. But in the summer of '66,
there was a change of mood in the upper echelons of power; Hatem
came suddenly under a cloud, and the companies were taken over by
the ministry of culture. It was the end of Television Theatre.
Though it ultimately has the same ob jective, i.e. to provide
television with much-needed material for its many new channels and
have_ the edge on rival Arab televisions in the fiercely competitive T.V.
drama and light entertainment market, the Theatre For All Festival is
not a revival of the old state-run television theatre formula, or
even a modified version of it. It is a new enterprise, based on a
long-term partnership between the state and the private sector, and,
therefore, very much in tune with the country's current liberal
economic policy. Here, the role of the state is limited to putting up
the money, providing the publicity, and making sure that the final
product gets the approval of the censor; the rest of the work, indeed,
the whole job from A to Z, is managed by private individuals,
groups or companies, with an executive producer (in the case of
TFAF, Mohamed Imara) acting as bursar.
On the face of it, this seems an ideal arrangement to get state
subsidies for the arts without state interferen·ce or bureaucratic
entanglements. But money, as everyone who works in fund-raising
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for the arts knows, never comes without strings attached. If the
state television invests money in theatre, it will be on the clear
understanding that the productions it finances, and quite lavishly
too, meet the requirements of the Arab market and its oil-rich
magnets. On principle, it will play it _safe, opting for stars and big
names (who are not necessarily good· performers), popular
theatrical forms (farces, melodramas, vaudevilles, and musicals),
light, untaxing plots, safe subjects and role-models, a sound moral
message which endorses the fundamentals of the status quo and the
dominant ideology, and, for good measure, a sprinkling of spurious
political criticism (about as dangerous a� the roaring of a tamed
·circus lion who has had his fangs removed and claws trimmed) by way
of intellectual veneer.
But then, most sponsors and funding agencies have hidden
agendas, and in the case of the Egyptian television, at least the agenda is
well-known to everybody. Taken ali in all, this new fomi of partnership
between the state, represented by its· television, and the private theatre
companies could provide an acceptable alternative to complete reliance
on the box-office or on private capital, which is usually timid, stinting,
and solely profit-oriented. In this respect, I remember Lenin El-Ramli
(who wrote most of his plays for his and Subhi's now defunct Studio
80 private company) once telling me that a little financial help from the
state, be it in the form of tax concessions ·or reduced publicity rates,
would substantially reduce the forbiddingly high prices of theatre tickets
in the private sector and save it from the ravages of commercialism.
Now t�at Subhi h�s the state support l;lis fonner, long-standing
partner, El-Ramli, once dreamt of, what has he done with it?
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The prograrrnne was shown to me by a friend who attended the
opening, and the fulsome rhetoric of those pages, the pontificating tone,
the hackneyed cliches and highfalutin claims, not. to mention the
histrionic trotting out of 'truth, benevolence, and beauty' (with such
phrases as 'pure art', 'sublime human value', 'sacred fire', and 'the
rock of Sysiphus' close at heels, and some quotations from world
famous writers trailing not far behind), were enough to kill one with
embarrassment and put one off theatre for life. I would have still gone,
out of sheer curiousity, _if nothing else, except that I am passionately
enamoured of the film Subhi's play was based on, and could not
imagine anybody matching the inimitable performances of El-Rihani
and Taheya Carioca as the 'Her' and 'Plaything' of the title, or the glow
and zingy verve of ·the supporting cast which included some of the best
comic talents Egypt has ever known. Where could Subhi get another
Mary Muneeb, Aziz Othman, Abdel Fattah El-Qusary, Hassan Fayeq,
Suliman Naguib, or Bishara Wakeem? 1 opted for safety and decided
that since I had the film on videotape and could (as I often do) watch_it
whenever I liked, the last thing I wanted was a different version of it, or
to watch anyone meddling with it.
With Carmen, it was different, I was there on 'the critics night', all
agog with excitement. I am fond of Subhi's style of acting and greatly
. respect his finesse, sense of rhythm, and careful attention to detail as a
director. And though, barring Simone, singer Arkan Fouad, and, to a
lesser extent, Khalil Mursi, the cast consisted of actors of modest fame
(though some of them, like Magdi Subhi, are quite gifted), or relatively
new comers (like the graceful and confident Abeer Farouk, who could
dance, sing, and act, and do them all with competence and captivating
elegance) - nevertheless, the billed artistic crew was enough to whet
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the appetite and raise great expectations. It included Omar Khayrat
(musical score); Mohamed Baghdadi and Yusri Khamees (adaptation
and lyrics); SamirAhmed (sets); and Karim Tonsi (choreography); and,
in line with the current fashion in most state and commercial theatres,
the corps de ballet consisted almost exclusively of immigrant Russian
dancers. But, above all, there was the irresistible pull of Bizet's
sensational stroy of love, betrayal, and desperate r�venge, the
overpowering sensual appeal of its wild, fiery heroine, and the prospect
of a spectacular musical full of passion, energy and colour. With a good
adaptation that takes into account the rich emotional palette of the
original and tries to reproduce its full range of diverse passions and
variegated moods, the show could not go wrong. Success, artistic and
financial, was assured, I thought, sipping my coffee in the foyer before
the show and trying to spot one of the censors to put 'in a good word for
Subhi. Any Carmen cannot be but disturbing and boldly passionate and
daring in some degree, and I was afraid some stuffy, parochial censor
might find it too shocking to pass.
I need not have worried; Subhi's Carmen was an extremely chaste,
even prudish affair - as bland, bloodless and pallid as you can imagine.
The decorous love scenes breathed an icy wind that numbed the
audience and made them shiver with cold; Subhi's forced comic effects
and laboured, heavy-handed humour made them yawn; and Simone's ·
clumsy, contorted attempts to seduce Don Jose sent them to sleep. To
wake them up for the final curtain, Subhi winds up this depressingly
lifeless jumble of scenes, which sluggishly meandered for the best part
of 4 hours, with a turgid blustering tirade against dictators, the herd-like
mentality arid submissiveness of their people, globalism, the U:S.A.
and other superpowers, and, of course, and only too predicatbly,
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The truth of Drabble's insight.was brought home to me ouce more
by Paul Mitrits Moliere - an original dramatic account of the life, times
and art of Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (otherwise known as Moliere) which
he directed for the AUC performing arts department and was shown at
Al-Falaki Centre last week. Beginning at the end, at the moment of
Moliere's death after a performance of Le Malade Imaginaire, the play
takes the form of a long flashback which traces, like a Bildungsroman,
the hero's formative years and development, through a turbulent
professional career with many ups and downs, into a great all-round
homme de theatre -·
actor, dramatist, theatre manager and th�
equivalent of a modem director.
Except for the imagined (but quite plausible) early association
between the Italian commedia dell'arte artist, Tiberio Fiorelli (alias
Scaramouche, with whom Moliere shared the Theatre du Petit
Bourbon, near the Louvre for a season in .1658 by· an order of the king)
and the 20 year old Jean-Baptiste sometime before 1643, of which I
could �nd no record, or allowing the Prine� de Conti to inveigh against
theatre, berate Moliere for immoral doings and accuse him of atheism to
his face in 1657 rather than in a written treatise (Traite de la_c�med_ie) _in
1666, Mitri's new play observes strict historical veracity an� presents
the facts in their proper chronological order. At no po_int, however,
does it come across as the work of a·detached observer. Like the finest
biographical dramas about aitis.ts ·_ e.g. Edna O'Brien's Virginia
(which focuses on the famous novelist's mental state before her suicide
and her relationships with Vita Sackville-West and her husband,
Leonard Woolf), ·Terry Eagleton's Saint Oscar (which replays Oscar
Wilde's notorious trial), Jean Paul Sartre's Kean (where the early 19th
Century great Shakespearean actor, Edmund Kean, is pictured as a
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Madeleine then Armande Bejart, and has given. the play a highly
theatrical structure based on the alternation · and juxtaposition of
dramatised biographical material with famous scenes from the plays namely, The Imaginary Invalid, The Flying Doctor, Sganarelle or the
Imaginary Cuckold, The Affected Ladies, School for Wives and
Tartuffe. In the setting too, as indicated by the stage directions in the
text, and, therefore, visually, in performance, fact and fiction, life and
art are craftily contrasted in the twin identity of

the stage and its constant

redefinition as either real/virtual space, or fictional backstage (out of
view of a fictional 1 ?1h century audience but in full view of a real one)
cum actual performance space, facing a real audience (us), cast in the
role of a 1 ? 1h Century fictional one while preserving our temporal,
contemporary status. The principle of contrast which dominates the
structure, the central (Moliere-Madeleine-Armande) romantic interest
and the handling of real/imagined� actor/spectator space in the play,
extends to the characterisation and thematic patterning of the material,
spawning a series of contrasting pairs or groups: the Poquelins/the
Bejarts, Louis XIV/the Prince de Conti, Tiberio Fiorelli/Dominico
Biancolelli, the liberal court/the stuffy church, la Troupe du Roi/the
compa�y of the Hotel de Bourgogne, the aristocracy/the middle classes
and tradesmen represented by M. Poqueljn, Mlle. De Scudery/Mme. De
Rambouillet, the absent Comte de Modene/the Marquis who courts
Armande's favour near the end and, of course, Paris versus the
provinces and tragedy versus the commedia dell'arte. This intricate web
of interrelated contrasts defines the world of the play into which the

young prospective lawyer, Jean·
-Baptiste Poquelin, is pitched and has to
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could be more demanding, even for a seasoned, professional troupe.
Like the young Poquelin in the play, Mitri is a reckless optimist, and in
his case, as in Moliere's, it paid. But it took hard work and months of
arduous training and endless rehearsals to hone the skills of the cast to
precision - as Moliere did with his troupe before leaving the provinces
for Paris. One could not believe it when at the end of the show only
nine actors came on to take their bows. Of the nine, only Luke Lehner
(as Moliere) and Lulie El-Ashry (as Madeleine Bejart) had one character
to tackle, but. doubling and trebling in parts seemed mandatory for all.
In their case, neither the temporal scope of the play nor its
structural juxtaposition of biographical data with scenes from the plays
,

allowed any respite. They had always to be alert to the changes that
come with aging as their characters moved from twenty to thirty to fifty
and, at the same time, move over into Moliere's fictional world at a
moment's notice to impersonate his characters. To make it more
physically taxing and nerve-racking (and not just for the actors, but
for the work team behind the scenes as well) Mitri insisted on fast
changes, split-second timing and an overall galloping rhythm. The
play wouldn't· have worked otherwise. The wonder of it is that none
of the young nine actors slipped or showed signs of strain.
Lehner was stunning, consistently effervescent and unfailingly
versatile; El-Ashry was lovable, credible and deeply moving;
Asser Yassin handled both Poquelin pere and Louis XIV with
competence; Ratko Ivekovic w�s magnificent as the Italian comedian
Fiorelli and superbly funny as La Grange and Sahdi Alfons gave a
delightful, concise and sharplydelineated caricature of Dufresne, the
director of the travelling company Moliere and his actors join after the
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failure of their Illustre Theatre. Equally zestful, colourful and
superbly executed were Mariam Ali Mahmoud's Mme. De
Rambouillet, Dalia El-Guindy's Mlle. De Scudery, Noha
El-Nahas's capricious, giddy Armande Bejart and Rani Seifs early
Bernier and later Prince de Conti. Hand in hand with Mitri, Heidi
Hoffer (the scenery/light designer), Carrie Lawrence (costume
designer), Ramsi Lehner (sound designer), Hoda Baraka (stage
manager), Hazem Shebl (technical director) and an army of assistants,
those wonderfully dedicated, hardworking young people gave a
passionate homage not only to Moliere but to theatre, pa�t and present,
and to every member of the thespian tribe.
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.VivaEva
Eva-Maria Lerchenberg-Tony's
�
theatre workshop at -AI-Hanager
.

.

It was not just another theatre workshop. Several foreign artists of
international renown, including the inimitable Jozef Szajna, have been
invited to Cairo in recent years to communicate their valuable experience
to young Egyptian artists within the same framework. But _for Hoda·
Wasfi, the director of Al-Hanager Arts Centre, the Eva-Maria
Lerchenberg-Thony dance-theatre workshop gave tangible, ind�sputable
validation for her policy of intensive cultural interaction and exposure.
· For the 40 young men and women (al1 drawn from the.Egyptian
theatrical fringe) it was a process of self-discovery, a real rebirth. After
six weeks of gruelling work, lasting six or seven hours every blessed
day ·of the week, excepting Fridays, they all felt more at home with their
bodies and in the world. Hani El-Mettenawy, a young Pr instructor and
a member of the Sharpnel Free Theatre Group, told me: ''There was
never any grand abstract talk, no theorisation. She simply showed us
what our bodies were capable of: stunningly complex movement. We
thought we could never manage them; but she never doubted we could.
She gave us confidence and strength and set about analysing them, step
by step, teaching u� all the time about rhythm and feeling, motive and
provocation."
Mona Prince, another member of Shrapnel says: ''This workshop
has affected all areas of my life. I move, walk and talk differently.
*

29.2.1996.
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of Weimar, however, seems to follow a policy of constant rejuvenation
through young talent, and the work we saw last Friday proves the
wisdom of this policy.

To reach his position at the head of one of the four major
companies of the National Theatre of Weimar, Herr Schlomer-had to
travel a long and variegated way. After completing his secondary
education, he studied dance and choreography with Hans Zullig, Malou
Airaudo and Jean Cebron at the Folkwang School in Essen. During that
period.too -between 1984 and 1988 - he cultivated other fields of
interest including folklore, flamenco and historical dance. He toured
eastern Europe in 1987, dancing Le Sacre du Printemps with Pina
Bausch's Wuppertal Dance Theatre, then joined the Mark Morris
Monnaie Dance Group at the Theatre de la Monnaie in Brussels where
But already, as early as 1984,· this talented
he remained until 1991.
_
young artist was choreographing group works for his own dance troupe
(Company Josch) together with stage and costume designer Frank
Leimbach. His first directorial post came in 1991 when he became
director of ballet at the Ci vie Theatre in Ulm. Three years later, in the
autumn of 1994
, he moved with his ensemble to the National Theatre in
Weimar where he is stationed now, but not for long. Next year will find
him with many of his long time· dancer colleagues in Basel. Outside
Germany, Schlomer worked with a number of ensembles, including the
Ballet Royal de Wallonie in Charleroi, where he choreographed Le Mer
En Deux Etages · in 1993, and Mikhail Baryschnikov's White Oak
Dance Project for which he choreographed Blue Heron in 1993, then
Beyond White Lilies in the following year.
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Schlomer has already 40 dance works to his credit (he .describes
them as 'choreographies'), and his latest creation, Highland.or The·
Echo of the Stones (Hochland oder Der Nachhall der Steine), which he
brought to Cairo is a work of real beauty which combines geometrical
rigour with lyrical tenderness. Transposing a work of art from one
cultural context into another is usually a risky business; in the case of all
dance theatre, however, the risk is lessened by the universal language
of movement. Be-sides, thanks to the Cairo International Festival for
Experimental Theatre, Egyptian audiences have been repeatedly
exposed to the latest trends in Western theatre and have consequently
developed a substantial measure of reception tolerance. Nevertheless,
for many, Schlomer's Highland proved baffling simply because it
lacked a narrative framework and demanded the active engagement of
the viewer in-constructing the 'meaning' of the work.
Schlomer's creative mode is essentially poetic, not mimetic; he uses
movement and the bodies of his dancers to structure space into a series
of evocative images and powerful metaphors that cannot be
conceptualised in words. Rather than 'express', t�e movement 'evokes'
and the audio-visual impact is tremendous. Through a carefully
orchestrated series of paradoxes -and contrasts,· unfolding in a rich
variety of rhythms, including the rhythms of stillness and silence, the
work projects a symphony of moods, feelings and states of being the rich landscapes of a sensitive mind in its complex, poetic response
to life and death. The music which 'embraces' (rather than
'accompanies') the visual formation, and which combines traditional
Scottish pipes music with Renaissance and Baroque music as well as
original compositions, or 'sou.nd-scapes', by Michael von Hintzenstem
and Hans Tutschku, contributes vastly, in harmony with the lighting, to
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past - a few of the sumptuous costumes she once wore in various
roles arid a pile of old newspapers with reviews of her work together
with all the scandalous gossip that once surrounded her. Beyond the
line of newspapers lies the public arena with four camera-like spotlights
on stands outlining it. There, she re-enacts various moments of her
tempestuous career. The key of the compositional pattern was one of
advancing and retreating between the two areas in a variety of moods
ranging from defiant pride to cringing fear. Alexander Zemlinsky's
music provided the perfect accompaniment to these moods, embodying
the different shades of feeling.
Eschewing anything obviously sensational or spectacular,
Lerchenberg-Thony relied on an almost ascetically limited vocabulary of
movement and gesture, drawing mainly upon the expressive power of
her face and eyes to engage the audience in the drarha· and convey
meaning. Gradually, as she repeatedly stands downstage, gazing out in
bitterness, reproof or defiance at us as the sounds of the hooting,
booing, or rapturously applauding audience fills the hall, and by a
curious process of transformation we become Callas's audience and
share their guilt. It was an invitation to consider the strange and
precarious relationship of all performers to all audiences. At the end of
the performance, I was almost shy of applauding, having become
conscious of myself as part of the amorphous mass that lurks in the
dark and whose arbitrary judgements can make or break a performer.
Through economy of movement and props, and well-judged use of
stillness and silence, Lerchenberg-Thony created a perfect balance
between movement and music, allowing Callas's arias their full impact.
Judith Wegener's costumes showed a deep understanding of the power
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The Road to Paradise
Roberto Ciulli's Pinocchio-Faust
at Al-Salam theatre

*

i

In his book, Roberto· Ciulli and the Thec ter cin der Ruhr (recently
published in Arabic by the Higher Institute of Theatre Arts, Damascus,
and revised by Nabil El-Haffar), Iraqi director Aouni Karrumi, whose
long wanderings have finally led him to dermany, and to the home of
the Theater an der Ruhr in Mulheim, mentions that Ciulli once said: "If
we were living in paradise we would not need theatre; b·ut since our life
is not paradise in any sense or form, we make theatre to create paradise,
to dream of it and experience it through theatre. The art of theatre
becomes the reality that has to keep changing and transforming itself in
order to become paradise."
Except on rare occasions, my response to statements of this kind
which seem to confuse art and religion and make of the artist something
of a saviour, a spiritual leader, or a holy saint, is a mixture of irritation
and deep suspicion. Unfortunately, they have become quite fashionable
and the trend was probably started, quite innocently, by the truly great
Austrian director Max Reinhardt who sought the model for theatre in the
Catholic Church. Defending his model he argued: 'The Catholic Church
which aims at the most spiritual, the most supernatural, does so by
means which appeal directly to our senses ... it surrounds us with the
mystical dimness of its cathedrals; it charms our eye ... it fills our ear
. .. it stupefies us by the odour of its incense. And in such an
*

29.10.1998. In German.
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This explains a lot of things: the multicultural, religious and ethnic
composition of the Theater an der Ruhr company, the obvious political
character of its productions, its active championing of the rights of
minorities and the oppressed, and its guiding policy of cultural
interaction. It also clarifies what Ciulli means when he uses the word
'paradise'. The paradise he and his company long and hope to create in
and through the theatre is riot a transcendental concept, but a profoundly
political one.
In pursuing his political paradise, Ciulli relinquished the secutity of
home and country, and turned his back on philosophy. With a
Doctorate in philosophy in his pocket, he left the safe cloisters of
academia (in 1960) to -pitch a tent outside Milano, his home city, and
launch a roving, mobile theatre which he signtficantly christened II
Globo. For two years he toured the Italian countryside with his
company, shunning the big cities with their bourgeois audiences, and
relating to the grass roots. The next step was moving to another country
and relating to a different culture. In Germany, he was always on the
move, working in various theatres and many cities, before he finally
established his own permanent ensemble in 1980 and found a home for
it in tiriy Mulheim. But the company stays at home only part of-the year,
to perfor� and host guest companies; the rest of the year, it spends on
the road, travelling, performing, and relating to other artists and
cultures.
For 18 years, this brave contingent of 12 actors, led by Ciulli, with
the company's dramaturge, Helmut Schafer, and its geonographer,
Gralf- Edzard Habben, worked hard to establish theatre as, and at, the
leading edge of political consciousness and make it function as an agent
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•

- that ancient trade route that once linked China with the West and
carried goods and ideas between the civilizations it passed through. And
so, The Silk Road theatrical project was born. The Theater an der Ruhr
started with its own version of Faust which, with the help of the Goethe
Institute, will visit every country that was once on the Silk Road. It has
already visited Turkey, and its visit to Egypt is part of the project. In
tum, every country involved in the project will prepare its own Faust
(partially funded from the project's budget) which will be hosted by
the Theater an de.r Ruhr. In Egypt, Intisar Abdel-Fattah (who
won the award for best production in ths last CIFET) has already
prepared his contribution, Drums for Faust, which the whole Theater
an der Ruhr company watched last Monday.
Giulli's dream is slowly coming true. As he travels eastward, down
the Silk Road, he will also be travelling into the past, down history, and
voyaging through alien cultures, like an explorer, in search of his
paradise.
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A Question of Merit
Egyptian Drums for Faust at Al-Ghad theatre

*

Often, if not invariably, the announcement of the CIFET awards
stirs up controversy, with reactions ranging from passionate
approbation to mild or violent disapproval. Such critical skirmishes
have become a feature of the CIFET closing ceremony every year, arid
are even welcomed and anticipated as a spicy addition to the excitement
of the occasion.
This year, however, the Egyptian critics' reaction to one particular
award was unprecedentedly unanimous and took the form of stunned
bafflement. The nomination of Sam.i Al-Adi for the best actor award for
his performance as Mephisto in Intisar Abdel-Fattah's Drums for Faust
(based on Goethe's play) and his winning it jointly with the Spanish
Dritan Brahimllari who played Woyzeck, completely threw them off
balance and landed them with the dilemma of trying.to reconcile their
firm and longstanding evaluation of this actor with the jury's. It is not
only that Al-Adi is generally ranked as a modest actor of the traditional
classical school, that he rarely appears on stage, preferring untaxing
parts in T.V. soap operas, or especially tailored star roles in films
produced by his own film company, or that he has never shown.the
least bit of interest in or curiosity about avant-garde theatre or the
experimental festival� and would probably gape at you in bewildered
incomprehension at the mention of the word; more than anything else, it
is the fact that of late. Al-Adi has emerged as a big filrri producer,

*

16.9.1999. In Arabic.
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churning out a series of commercial blockbusters (all starring comedian
Mohamed Heneidi, whom he signed up for a 5-year monopoly
contract), !he last of which is Hammam in Amesterdam.
Though a graduate of the Theatre Institute, Al-Adi's fairy-tale
success as film producer has almost put paid to whatever claim to
reputation as an actor he might have had. One does not simply think of
him as an actor anymore, or if one does, it is as a film actor foisted on
the screen through the power of his own money.
I remember how utterly surprised I felt when just before going in
to watch an open rehearsal of the Drums at the Goethe Institute, a
few days before the festival, director Intisar Abdel-Fattah gingerly
told me that Al-Adi was playing Mephisto. He prefaced the news
with the warning: "You will never guess whom I have chosen for
Mephisto." He paused, then stammered out the name, hastily adding:
"but, please, suspend all judgement till you have seen him. I think he
is made for the part." Though 'naked' - without sets, props, lighting,
or costumes, and performed in the cramped space of the Goethe
auditorium, with the singers, musicians, and three principal actors
(Al-Adi, Ahmad Abdel Warith, and Safaa Al-Toukhi) sitting ·in
rows, facing the audience across a small platform where Samia
Allouba, with two willowy dancers, executed the choreographed
sections, this tryout performance more than vindicated Intisar's
judgement and was by far the bestresearched and artistically
most original and sophisticated of all the Egyptian productions
nominated to represent Egypt in the festival's international
competition.·
Intisar had worked on this production for a whole year,
painstakingly revising and, in some respects, radically altering an
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relationship with the music and �xpressing his bewilderment and
consternation at the erratic behaviour of the maestro in the wlngs. Just
as the music suddenly stops at the maestro's will, the man would often
interrupt a figurative movement (like unfurling the cloth and waving it
to make it billow then jumping ·and rolling into it), walk to one of the
brilliantly lighted openings leading into the wings and gaze expectantly
into it.
Though the conductor in the wings, rehearsing his music, is never
aware of the dancer on stage trying to create his sea-dance, we are made
to feel the conflict between them and to sympathise with the latter who
looks pathetically lonely and vulnerabie. As the dramatic tension builds
up to the climax and finale - the dancer's defeat as a man against the
unseen tune-setter, his failure as an artist to create �is own make-believe
sea and dance, and his final exit (or death)- the initial metaphor, an old
one, of "the tides of life", or of the ·sea as representing both life and
death, merges with another, equally old- that of "the world as a stage
and we're all players on i�."
The climax is marked by the sudden and startling disappearance of
the blue cloth into the wings, right in front of the dancer's incredulous

eyes, as if deftly snatched by an invisible hand. In the silence, ne stands

comple_tely still for a minute, as if dazed, helplessly gazing at the place
where it disappeared, then walks off, leaving us with the silent, empty
stage for a while before the lights begin to fade gradually to blackout.
Gazing at the empty stage, wondering if the dancer will reappear and
slowly realizing, no, this is the end, the· irony of using Faure's Elegy
suddenly hit me; all along, -it_ was being rehearsed by the invisible
orchestra in preparation for the artist's death and the poor man was
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of the play under the new title �e_cruit No. 311, hosted at Yusef ldtis
hall in Al-Salam theatre, reinstates Woy�ek as the focal figure and
recovers for him (thanks to Nidal El-Shaf'i's sensitive- handling of the
part) something of his original complexity and pathos. It is, however,
yet another adaptation and attempts to condense the text by cutting out,.
adumbrating or amalgamating some scenes. The number of the dramatis
personae is reduced to six, the captain and the drum-major are
compounded into one figure, a11 the marginal characters are removed
and a c1own in motley is provided to do what is left �f their parts.
Though it uses a single set (by Ahmed Sherbi) - a dimly-lit, cramped,
grimy room, with filthy, urine-stained, grey wans, hung round with old
rusty buckets, broken chains and wheels and like objects, with a low
platform and a single door at the back, and rubbish strewn
everywhere on the floor - this new version (a�apted by Hatem
Hafez) observes Buchner's original structure of abrupt, loosely
related, autonomous scenes, with no firm chronological order or
causal connections. Like the play, the performance here achieved its
impact through accumulation rather than causal development.
Hafez kept most of the basic scenes and director Islam Imam
cleverly orchestrated the movement of his actors to indicate the change
of location without cbanging the set. The carnival to which Woyzek and
Marie go, the tavern where he sees her dancing with the drum-major,
the fields where he wanders and talks to his friend Andres, the captain's
room where he shaves him, the doctor's clinic and the humble room he
shares with Marie are all contained in this one dreary set, suggesting
that no matter where the downtrodden, spiritually crushed Woyzeck
goes, his world remains a squalid, cheerless prison. The acting which
ranged from melodramatic blustering and swaggering (in the case of
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Ihab Bakir as the captain/drum-major), to farcical caricature (in Ahmed
Abdel-Harli's doctor), to suppressed, intense emotion and mounting
nervous tension (in Nidal El-Shaf'i's Woyzeck and Jessica's Marie),
was geared to play down the sexual theme and highlight, by way of
social and political protest, the tragic plight of the poor and helpless and
the horrible physical and spiritual degradation they suffer at the hands
of the rich and powerful.
In this compressed version of the play, the horror seemed to mount
at a breathless pace, without relief or respite. In short, quick scenes, we
watched Woyzeck psychologically tormented, morally bullied and
viciously knocked about by the Captain; physically abused and
humiHated by the Doctor and treated like a laboratory guineapig;
sexual1y and morally betrayed by his woman under the pressure of
need; and, finally, stripped of the last vestiges of male pride by the
captain/drum-major who sneers at him, taunts him about Marie and
saucily brags about seducing her. When finally, instead of taking
revenge on his oppressors and torment�rs, he turns on the only person
weaker than himself, the �qually harassed and victimized Marie, and .
vents his rage and frustration on her, the irony is too bitter to tolerate.
The message Islam Imam and his crew wanted to put across reached the
audience loud and clear. But in the process, something of the text's
animal vitality, robust ribaldry, iconoclastic audacity and elusive,
wistful charm was lost.
It was a positive relief to step into the big hall of Al-Salam theatre,
after. a short interval and a nice cup of tea, and watch Max Frisch's
Count Oderland - in the play that carries his name - wave his axe in the
face of all the rich and powerful and wreak havoc on their world. After
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Trying to fol1ow this convoluted play with its many mind-boggling
turns and twists is � dizzying experience which taxes the patience of the
ordinary spectator - and Maher Selim knew it. He insisted on realistic
sets, costumes and lighting (by Amr Abdallah) and a naturalistic mode
of acting for most of the characters in an effort to dispel something of
its baffling strangeness and bring it nearer the audience. By contrast,
the city officials were presented as satirical caricatures of all the
symbols of power and authority, perhaps to encourage the audience to
find some accessible political message in the play. Izz El-Din Taha's
atmospheric music and vivid sound effects, combined with the efforts
of the cast, competently led by Salah Rashwan, Amal El-Zoheiri and
Walaa Farid, managed to create a strong iHusion of rea1ity. On the
other hand, the eloquent computer graphics (also by-Amr Abdallah)
projected at the beginning of the play and showing, in tum, the face
of every actor fading into an image of a human brain, were perhaps
intended to suggest to the audience that reaHty, dream and
fantasy ·are all constructions of the mind and, therefore, they
shouldn't bother to distinguish them one from the other and simply
enjoy the show. But throughout and up until the end, the int1iguing
ambiguity of the text persisted and the continuous clash between the
highly realistic settings and acting and the fantastic proceedings
triggered a di�orienting sense of unrea1ity, completely in line with
the text's mood, and: a tickling sense of absurdity which was a
constant source of amµ�ment.
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shadowy background. And while the music and sad, nostalgic African
songs punctuated the monologue, deepening its pathos, the stage scene
superimposed the image of city lights at night on one of a cemetery in a
poignant visual metaphor. The poignancy reaches a peak when finally
the immigrant lies down on his trunk to die, turning it into a coffin, and
draws part of the white drapes �t the back over him like a shroud, as if
covering himself with clouds or a bit of the sky.
But·,cultural dialogue could also be conducted in music and one of
the most interesting items in the festival was a concert entitled Music

along the Silk-road by the Golestan Quintet which mixes Western and
Eastern instruments and includes players from Italy, Iran and Turkey.
Led by Novit Afrouz on the piano, Parvaneh Hosseyni (tar), Ayse
Gulec (qanun), Amirahmad Rastbod (kemanche) and Romano Pucci
(flute) treated us to old, traditional music from the heritage of Turkey
and Iran as well as famous favourites by Bach. There was traditional
music frorri Oman as well, magnifcently played on an Omani bagpipe
i

by Ragab Khamis Sanad Al-Selim, himself a wonderful dancer and the
founder and leader of a folk-dance troupe of four men and four women
who accompanied his playing with folkloric courting and wedding
dances. Indeed, whenever the guest artists met, in or out of the theatre,
before or after the shows, there were always songs - in Kurdish,
Persian, Turkish or Omani Arabic - bringing people together and
proving that real cultural exchange works best on the level of
individuals and small groups and away from politicians and
governments.
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· It would be interesting to know how the 1962 production of Six
Characters fared with the audience and critics. Unfortunately, I could
find no written record of this, and of the many peop]e I talked to, few
could remember it, and only vague]y; it seems to have had a very short
run and excited little interest. For the next Egyptian production of a
Pirandello pJay we have to wait for thirty-six years. In 1998, Hoda
Wasfi, then head of the National, decided it was time to air Pirandello in
Arabic once more and opted for his uncontroversial masterpiece, Henry

IV. For a director, she contracted the Italian Walter Manfre who cast
veteran actor Ashraf Abdel Ohafour in the title ro]e and TV star Nadia
Rashad as Countess Matilda Spina, his old mistress. It was a good
production, austere, moving and intennittent)y funny in a subtle vein.
Nevertheless, it was sparsely attended, criticaJly denounced and barely
survived three weeks. It was generally thought to be cold and lacking in
immediacy and relevance. One is tempted to think that in the hands of
an Egyptian director, in a more adulterated form that played down the
intellectual questioning of reality and illusion and.foregrounded the
comic potential of the situation, it might have gone down better with the
public.
In the introduction to his English translation of Six Characters,

Frederick May .'has described the play as "the dramatic analogue of The
Waste Land ... _a high poetic record of the disillusionment and spiritua]
-desolation of its time." It is here perhaps that one should seek an
explanation for the ambivalent attitude towards Pirandello that has
persisted in Egypt since the 1960s: the avid admiration and zestful
imitation of his formal innovations and the shying away from the vision
which .impelled the form. As in the case of absurd drama, the
philosophical underpinnings of which ran counter to the underlying
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as�umptions of Islamic culture as well as to the revolutionary mood of
�hat· era and its highly politicised theatre, Pirandello's profound
scepticism, his unsettling reflections on the nature of reality and identity
- the elusiveness, relativity and illusoriness of the former and the
multiplicity and fluidity of the latter - must have proved hard to
swallow and viewed as reactionary and·politically subversive. Though
dramatists like Mahmoud Diab, in Layali El-Hasad (Harvest Nights),
and Yusef Idris, in Al-Mazalah Al-Ardiyyah (Global Farce), have
exploited the theme of the mystery of identity to generate suspense and
demonstrate the unkno�ability of the truth, what attracted most writers
and directors to Pirandello was his dismantling of the conventions of
r�alism and his openly theatrical investigation of the many conflicting
planes of reality and illusion which go into the making of theatre. While
Pirandello's texts were safely kept off the boards, the meta-theatrical
form he launched in his famous trilogy of the theatre (shorn of any
philosophical implications) was repeatedly drawn on, particularly in
plays which sought to revive the popular theatrical heritage. Though
Yusef Idris claimed in 1965 to have found the inspiration for his
groundbreaking Al-Farafir (The Underlings) in Al-SamerAl-Sha'bi
(an old, indigenous form of communal entertainment), as did Mahmoud
Diab in connection with Harvest Nights, the influence of Pirandello was
quite palpable in both plays, as the critics were quick to note.
Soon after the Nationa1's Henry W, a foreign company (Ukrainian
I think it was) brought Six Characters to the Cairo International
Festival for Experimental Theatre and did it in toto; it failed dismally.
Despite powerful acting and a seductive, thinly clad Stepdaughter (an
unfailing attraction for festival audiences), on the two successive nights
it performed at the Puppet Theatre, the audience started fidgeting
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I reread the play again before going to see it in Frank Bradley's
production at the Falaki Centre and once more, lik� the jaded critic I
seem to have become, I felt it was somewhat verbose and overwritten
and found the discussion of the nature of theatrical illusion, mimesis,
and impersonation a bit laboured, intrusive and patronizing. Worse sti11,
I failed to sympathise with any of the six characters deserted by their
author and deprived of a text,- and the story of _a young woman driven to
prostitution by poverty and saved at the eleventh hour from sleeping
with her stepfather struck me as too embarrassingly melodramatic. The
(act that a11 Pirandello's interesting musings on -the impossibiJity of
human communication, and on reality and the unified self as mere
illusions are earnestly voiced through the selfish, loquacious "Father'',
without the slightest hint of irony, in an effort to exonerate himself,
make them sound forced and obtrusive. This may sound blasphemous
and I don't know whether, or how far Bradley shares. my feelings about
the text. In his production, however, he managed a subtle cha�ge of
perspective which tipped the balance of dramatic power and sympathy
in favour of The Director and The Actors rather than The Father _and his···
family. This seemed to put things right for me and remove a major
source of irritation.
Rather than a commercial theatre, a smug, ridiculous director and a
bunch of shallow, vain and cliche-ridden professional actors such as we
find in the original text, Bradley presented us with a group of young
AUC stu�ents assisting a fellow theatre student with her graduation
project. The proposed play is Beckett's Endgame rather than "The ·
Game As He Played It ... by Pirandello" the text mentions and which
Pirandello, in a conscious, ironical gesture of self-vindication, makes
the obtuse Director grumble about and describe as tedious and
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he·
lpless bewilderment on her face at the beginning, on first seeing the
charact�rs; and the pose of gentle, philosophical sadness and pensive
reflection at the end, as she sat alone on the empty stage, framed the
meaning of this production of Six Characters as a journey towards a
more profound understanding of the complexities and paradoxes of
human existence as wen as of the art of theatre.
Mariam's performance was bolstered by Dalliah EI-Badry, Maha
EI-Swais and LaiJa Soliman who gav� her valuable, unobtrusive
support. The rest of the cast, though some of them seemed at a loss
sometimes as to what the play was all about or in which direction it was
ultimately moving, did a fair job on the whole within the scope allotted
each. The one really jarring note in this respect was Jasmine Sobhy's
performance as The Stepdaughter which, in tum, negatively affected
-thai of Luke Lehner as The Father. Moving lightly, with studied grace,
. like a ballet dancer, with her toes touching the ground first, a manner of
walking hardly suited to.the character of a brazen prostitute, she barked
her lines inarticulately at everybody in a monotonous high pitch that
became intolerably irritating after a while. She was much better in the
silent scenes, particularly her meeting with The Father in Madame
Pace's parlour, when her body language came into play and held the
stage. So all is not past remedy. What Jasmine urgently needs is pl_enty
of voice training and enunciation lessons.
Stancil Campbell's geometrically austere, all black set of a bare
s�age, with a catwalk and service ladders, which at certain significant
points was plunged into total darkness or burst into. breathtaking fiery
red or sky blue (he also designed the lighting) was at once beautiful and
functional and created many physical levels which corresponded. to the

Omar, the director of the current production of The Lost Letter, who, in
his early thirties, hardly qualifies as a. 'kid'. Either Ghayth, at over 70,
is beginning to suffer a failure of memory, or, goaded by a •bitter
resentment of the younger generation, has conventiently chosen to
forget how he and his generation, in the sixties, were given leading
positions in the theatre when they were, by his present criterion, still
'toddlers'; that is, in their late twenties.
The antagonism occasioned by Wasfi's choice of director was
exacerbated by the stuffy, conventional attitude as to what is 'proper'
for the National to show. Comedy, and especially musical comedy, is
traditionally tacitly regarded as unworthy of the National, unless, of
course, it is Shakespeare's or Moliere's. Romanian drama is practically
unknown in Egypt and, for many, Caragiale, who is described in most
world drama encyclopaedias as Romania's most important dramatist
and the founder of its comic theatre, is a virtual nonentity. Critics, who
after the controversial musical version of Ahmed Shawqi 's verse
comedy, Al-Sitt Huda, ebulliently directed by Samir El-Asfouri, had
been expecting something solid and familiar, like Hamlet or The
Merchant of Venice (two advertised projects that ran into obstacles and
had to be postponed or temporarily abandoned), felt slightly betrayed
and were baffled and confounded by the choice of play, forgetting it
was in the National's repertoire; others found the musical adaptation by
Mohamed Bahgat, a young poet who in Ghayth's book would figure as
another 'kid', too rowdy, funny, and cynically hilarious to suit the
dignity of the National. Wasfi was accused of going commercial,
especially since she contracted TV star, Sumayyah Al-Alfi, to play the
leading, eponymous role of lady Almaz.
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I had heard such negative, off-putting reports of the show that I
nearly did not go to see it. When I did go, it was with cold feet,
expecting the worst. Possibly this made me more tolerant about it than I
might otherwise have· been; but, on the whole, the evening passed
pleasantly enough with occasional bouts of side-splitting laughter. The
adaptation set the play in Egypt, during the monarchy, and came up
with suitable equivalents for the names of the original characters and
their social positions. Despite some alterations and additions, it stuck
closely to the basic plot of the original text and tried to preserve its
sharp, satirical edge and witty dialogue. Osama Abbas, a brilliant and
subtle comedian, undertook the part of Stepan Tipatescu who, during
an election campaign, discovers that a love letter he had written to his
mistress, Zoe Trahanache (competently and elegantly played _ by
Sumayyah Al-Alfi), had fallen into the hands of his rival and political
opponent Catavencu who threatens to publish it and cause a scandal (the
lady is married to Tipatescu's best friend) unless the couple help him
win the election.
While the feverish efforts of the couple to recover the letter and
bargain with Catavencu engage the centre of the plot and propel the
action along with enough -suspense to sustain the interest of th_�
audience, the surface is embroidered with farcical incidents, satirical
lyrics and hilarious political parody. At times, however, the embroidery
grew so thick that it nearly obstructed our view of the central action.
Indeed, with such comedians as Ahmed Aql .in the role of Zoe's
cuckolded husband, Sarni Maghawri as the lovable villain Catavencu,
Ahdi Sadiq as Tipatescu's bungling and boastful right_;hand man, not to
mention the excellent contingent of less famous comedians - Fathi
Sa'd, Ibrahim Gamal, Mohamed Khalil, Ayman Abdel-Rahman, among
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sophistication, deeply human one moment and bestial, subhuman or
thoroughly diabolical the next.
The same actors treated us the following evening to a completely
different style of theatre, delighting us with further proofs of their
versatility and masterful command of theatrical language.
The show, Sanduq Al-Dunya (Chest of Miracles), was a bit of an
oddity this time: a collage of many kinds of oriental theatrical traditions,
plus extracts from two modem poetic dramas on religious themes
(Salah Abdel Sabour's Murder ·in Baghdad and Abdel-Rahman
El-Sharqawi's Al-Hussein as Rebel), performed in Polish by actors
completely alien to those traditions. This curious and daring venture
was the brainchild of director Hanaa Abdel-Fattah and was prompted,
as he confesses in his programme note, by the attempt to "find values
which are common for both Arab and Polish theatre," and to rediscover
one's own .culture and revise one's "subjective attitude" to it by
projecting it in a different context and viewing it through the eyes of the
other. There was also the curiosity as to what the other would make of
it.
It was not surprising - indeed, it was rather inevitable - that
Abdel-Fattah should undertake such a project and engage in an intimate
<;;ultural and artistic dialogue with Polish artists of kindred interests. He
spent close on 20 years in Poland studying theatre and working as an
actor and director with· various companies; back in Egypt, he and his
Polish wife Worked hard and ceaselessly, inside and outside the
experimental festival, to introduce and popularise the Polish theatre in
Egypt. Indeed, no one has done as much as this couple to promote
cultural dialogue between Egyptian and Polish artists and provide the
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But Barba's workshops and the ideas and theories he propounded
would have had a lesser impact without Julia Valrey's valuable
demonstrations. Her first, entitled The Echo of Silence, was devoted to
vocal training and the creative management of the actor's voice to
interpret the text and enrich it with new rhythms, echoes and
associations, and the second, The Dead Brother, concentrated on the
creative use of the imagination in physical improvisations to compose
movement scores, create a vital stage presence and make perceptible the
multiple meanings embedded in a text, what its words try to conceal or
leave unsaid. These demonstrations made Barba's theories come alive,
giving them substance, a pulsating dynamic presence, force and, most
crucially, credibility. Alone, on a bare stage, without sets, lighting,
costumes or props, except for one chair, Varley managed to enthrall her
audience mentally and sensorially, command their deep respect and
even inspire them with a sense of awe. She was the embodiment of the
creative performer, of the disciplined, dedicated, hardworking artist, in
full command of her instruments, material and techniques; she was also
a concrete, living and irrefutable validation of Barba's insights and the
road travelled by the Odin Teatret for over 35 years.
But the highest point of Varley's contribution in those five days
was her performance, on the last day, in Dona Musica's Butterflies, an
Odin Teatret production for which she also wrote the text and designed
the scenography. It is a strange and haunting text which uses theatre as
setting, material and starting point, and the dialectical relationship
between theatrical character, actress, author and director as a vehicle to
explore the meaning of identity, reality and theatre, in the end revealing
their fragility, vulnerability, uncertainty and transience. Varley revives a
character, Dona Musica, she had acted in a previous performance,
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When the gigantic gate and towers burst into flames at the end and
slowly collapsed, bit by bit, hissing and crackling in the night air, some
took it as a sign of liberation, some as a clear reference to the holoc_
aust,
but everyone thought it a spectacular stunt and thrilling coup de theatre.
This and the previous images belonged to the Polish Carmen Funebre,
billed as "an exploration of the war in Bosnia and, by extension, other
ethnic conflicts round the world." It won the best scenography award
from the international Jury, rave notices from the critics and rapturous
applause from the audience; but, wou]d I want to keep that forever?- I
watched Carmen Funebre on 9 September and found all that
whip-cracking and fire-raising somewhat facile and a little too
sensational for my taste. The show did nothing, I thought, except
replay in a different key the recent horrors in Bosnia and elsewhere and
offer them to the audience at a safe aesthetic distance which made them
a source of diversion rather than horror. People needed this surely after
the harrowing war experience, I argued with myself then; it was a kind
of therapy, group-street-therapy in this case. Nevertheless, it somehow
dismayed me to see people cheer and tingle at the sight of roaring
flames and human torture. A young student of mine told me before the
show he was seeing it for the second time. "It's got fire, whips, stilts,
everything," he rattled excitedly, rubbing his hands in anticipation. As I
listened to h_im, I little thought that two days later, that sh·ow which
delighted him so much would seem to me like an awful prediction - a
terrible apocalyptic vision.
The next flow of images belonged to 10 September and the Odin
Teatret's The Castle of Holstebro. Curiously, a human figure with a
skull head was here too; but this time in black tails, gloves, a white
embroidered shirt and a red silk scarf round his neck - a very elegant
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gentleman indeed, with a name (Mr. Peanut) to boot, and definitely far
from dead, notwithstanding the skull. He talked, sang and danced,
embracing the lovely Julia Varley in his arms and nestled in her boson
like a baby. But Mr. Peanut, as his biographer (Varley) tells us in the
play's programme, had not always been like that. He had once walked
on stilts like the skull man in the Polish Carmen, and looked "strong,
hard, militaristic" and quite frightening; and before that, he "was a big
heavy hanging skeleton carried during the first street parades in 1976,
then a child's skeleton attached to a drum." When Julia took him over in
1980, he started "to wiggle his hips and be funny", and developed into
a sophisticated, cynical clown with a full repertoire.
In The Castle ofHolstebro, Eugenio Barba and Julia Varley salvage
from the grave-diggers scene in Hamlet the freshly buried corpse of
Ophelia and the skull of Yorick, king Hamlet's long-dead jester, and
revive them visually on stage. They come to life through Julia's body
which is transformed into an ambiguous, paradoxical entity, or rather, a
living space where opposites are reconciled, a site where life and death,
reality and art, male and female, the self and the other merge in a
mystical union. And in this union, Julia and her Mr. Peanut, with
whom she has travelled everywhere for the past 15 years, manage to
elude reality without losing touch with it; they transcend it not by
soaring high above it in disdain, but by sinking into its depths, far
below the surface to discover its secret magic fountain. It was there, in
the hidden depths, that they discovered, in Barba's words, that
shipwrecks were not always "synonymous with destruction" but could
mean "mutation", a miraculous metamorphosis. The mystical union of
Ophelia and Yorick, Julia and Mr. Peanut, is celebrated with a special
wedding march, a song from the play of reconciliation par excellence,
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Intersections and Transpositions:
.

Cross cultural currents

*

In his compelling book, Man Looking for Words (Theater Instituut
Nederland), in which he records insights gleaned over 40 years
working in theatre, Dutch director and visual artist Ritsaert Ten Cate
(who founded the famous Mickery theatre in a small farmhouse outside
Amsterdam in 1965, then the Amsterdam School of Advanced Research
in Theatre and Dance Studies, known as DasArts, in 1993, after he
closed the Mickery in 1991 with a 9--day festival called Touch Time,
and was honoured this year by CIFET for his 'contribution to the
development of avant-garde theatre in Europe and The Netherlands')
dedicates a whole chapter to theatre festivals. Beginning with the
question "Festivals: who needs 'em'?" wl;lich he confesses is
increasingly discussed these days in Europe by producers, funders,
ministries of culture, the press (always in a deprecating vein) and even
,festival-makers, he embarks on a sincere investigation of the validity of
the festival format, its various manifestations, its usefulness, and to
whom? and traces the evolution and eventual corruption of the concept
in the light of his own experience of scores of festivals attended over 33
years, beginning in 1958.
Initially, theatre festivals coincided with an era of social activity and
change and responded to real needs, he notes; they "provided sanctuary
for informal debate, for exchange of ideas and reactions which
interested me more than the determination that one performance had
won and another had lost." Over the years, however, the raison d'etre
*
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Ten Cate advises, this lessoi
i of voluntary ali�n as a ro�te to a
more profound understanding ,.9f themselves_, their culture and their art,
to a deeper engagement with the world and a genuine sense of
belonging in it, was.-one- of ·the valuable side benefits of this year's
CIFET. Another was an informal meeting between represe�tativesof
six independent. theatre troupes_ and a group of sympathetic theatre
experts and profes�ionals from Europe, masterminded by Professor ',
Mieke Kolk, from Amsterdam university and one of the guest speakers
at the central seminar. A close fliend of Ten Cate, she shares his .belief
that "only a movement from the heart" can bring artists together and
make cultural interaction - the declared goal of the festival -work. And
as if to consolidate the alienation lesson indirectly transmitted by the
three shows I mentioned, along with her came Karen Johnson (member
of the jury) - an English direct�r, working in various parts of Europe,
married to a Dutch and Iiving in Holland; Ginka Tscholakowa-Henle
(the head of the jury) - a Bulgarian playwright, director, translator, and
documentary film-maker and widow of the late famous German
playwright Heiner Müller,-living in Germany where she-runs the Heiner
Müller foundation, and doing work in other parts of Europe as well;
there was also the artistic· director of. the Dutch Dogtroep theatre which
· specialises in site-specific productions. It was a warm� friendly,
constructive meeting in which th� young artists unburdened their hearts
to their sympathetic listeners and· spoke freely of their needs and
handicaps. Out of this, a project was born: a course in arts management
-what the young artists said they mostly needed - to start this October
at the Embassy of The Netherlands and no fees. With such encouraging
_ side benefits forthcoming and that modicum of real theatre which yields
knowledge beyond what is seen on the boards, not to mention the new
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not only the things that we've inherited from our-fathers and mot�ers
that live on in us, but all sorts of old dead ideas-antfold dead �liefs,
and things of that sorLJhey're not actually alive in us, but _they're
rooted there all the same, and we can't rid ourselves of them. I've only
to pick up a newspaper and when I read it I seem to see ghosts gliding
between the lines. I should think there must be ghosts all over the
country - as countless as grains of sand. And we are, all of us, so
pitifully afraid of the light."

Egyptian Ghosts was performed twice, on two successive
evenings, at El-Tali'a theatre during that 1992 festival and it caused
quite a stir. The audience was socially and economically varied, but
consisted mostly of young people, some of whom had never even heard
of Ibsen, and it seemed to touch them on the raw. I remember thinking
then what a pity it was Ibsen's plays were never performed in· Egypt
and wondered · if . our producers and directors thought him as
dangerously iconoclastic and subversive as his own contemporaries did
a century ago. -When Ghosts was first published, it ·was thought too
shocking to perform; none of the Scandinavian theatres would touch it.
Its first performance, in May 1982, did not take place in Norway or
anywhere in Europe, but in Chicago, and when it finally reached
London, it was lambasted by the critics · and dubbed "naked
loathsomeness" and "an open sewer". In Egypt, it wasn't until last
week, well over a century after its publication, that the play found a
director willing _to stage it in toto, undoctored, and give it its much
belated Egyptian premiere.
In choosing Ghosts, rather than any other Ibseri play, Mahmoud
El-:Lozy was prompted by very much the same feelings as Abeer Ali ten
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manipulation of the lighting, it created a stage image so powerful and
suggestive that it seeme'd to provide subtle comments on what was
happening, speak what the characters left unsaid, or ironically undercut
the dialogue.
Within such a framework, and with a director of long experience in
attendance, carefully guiding their steps aloryg this rough terrain of a
text, the actors could only come out safe at the other end. Mariam Ali
Mahmoud and Ramsi Lehner as Mrs. Alving and Pastor Manders faced
a terrible challenge and struggled valiantly to meet it. It didn't make it
any easier that all the scenes they shared (more than half of the play and
quite crucial ones in terms of confro�tations and revelations) seem to
proceed on a double-track, so to speak, and lead in opposite emotional
directions. While Mrs. Alving is intended to arouse our sympathy,
Pastor Manders is supposed to provoke irony and satirical laughter.
Needless to say, the two emotions are antithetical and tend to work
against each other. Indeed, in some cases, Mrs. Alving becomes a kind
of agent provocateur of satire in her relation to Manders, and the
emotional impact of her anguished revelations, as they shock the smug
and pompous pastor, is cancelled out by the hilarious laughter his
reactions provoke. That one was aware of this was no fault of Mariam
or Ramsi. Even Dame Peggy Ashcroft whom I saw as Mrs. Alving in
the 1960s found it difficult to override this tricky double track.
Considering their youth and relative inexperience, they did extremely·
well and so did the rest of the cast: Ratko I vekovic as Osvald, Soraya
Morayef as Regina and Sahdi Alfons as Engstrand. I was particularly
thankful for the clear enunciation which allowed you to hear every word
however fast the actors spoke.
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The Way of All Flesh
Norways Pli A Pli at Al-Gomhoria theatre

*

In an 0. Henry award-winning short story called To Be, American
writer Barbara Grizoni Harrison came up with the startling expression:
"I love my daughter's flesh." At first� it sounded to me so utterly
reductive and, indeed, repulsive. But, gradually, on reflection, I came
to see the simple wisdom of this unusual pronouncement. Though we
may not want to admit it, particularly in an anti-body culture like ours,
the simple truth is that whatever we may imagine we know about
anybody, even our own children, is transmitted to us through that
weak, finite, ephemeral thing we call 'human flesh'.
For years I have been bothered_by modem dance. It seemed to me it
had explored all the possible twists and contortions of the human body
and was growing tediously repetitive. After all, how many movements
can the human limbs perform; you can fling your arms and legs in such
and such direction, bend, sway, jump, roll and crouch in whatever
humanly possible ways, but then, there is an end to all convolutions.
,However, if one is brought up to regard the body as a mere dispensable
vehicle, a paltry concoction of water and dust, then modem dance, with
its revelling glorification of that finite vessel, becomes an essential
need. Regardless of whatever message or meaning you may glean from
such performances, what really matters and is of staying value is this
celebration of pure physicality.
* June 2003.
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testimony of extreme obtuseness and vapid ignorance. He is not up on
the latest joke: the form of democracy fo the Arab world which says let
them yap all they l1ke but make sure they do nothing. All Salarimn's
yapping and his rubbish bin were stale and pallid. But The Maska
Productions' Faces from the Sand from Slovenia was worth staying
over till the end. Taking its inspiration from J. L. Borges's The Circular
Ruins, it unfolded-·
through dance, mime and verbal monologues like a miasmic dream, made more lurid for the audience by the fact that
at one point one of the two actresses nppeared . with a completely
uncovered bosom. This proved that the festival shows had not been
censored beforehand. What a bonus. The girl; wrapped round the
waist, with a bare bosom, looking like a mermaid trying to break free of
her semi-aquatic status to join ourworld, was a memorable image that
we carried away with us as we left beautiful Alexandria.
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A Postsctipt:

�atalan Meditations

Pondering· the· challenges_ f�cing WQmen and
the theatre_ at an international feminist meeting in
Barcelona

*

For two hectic but amply rewarding days in June, 36 profes_
sional
women from 14 countries around the Mediterranean met in Barcelona to
assess the achievements of women in the 20th ce�tury and define. the
problems, dangers and challenges that they still have to face ori the eve
of the third millennium. The meeting, held under the title The Century
of Women in the Mediterranean, was hosted, and admirably organised,
by the Institut Catala dela Dona (The Women Equal Opportunities
Institution) of the autonomous government of Catalonia; and the six
intensive sessions which covered many areas of humari activity in the
fields of culture, science, politics, and human ·rights were held at the
Centre de Convencions Winterthur in the p�esence of a 500-strong
audience, mostly female. I wished there had been some men on the
panels and more in the audience. The look of the hall faintly suggested a
kind of segregation based on gender and reminded me of the singularly
uncomfortable feeling I experienced at a couple of theatre seminars held
in the Gulf, where I was the only woman. In the case of the Institut
Catala de la Dofia, however, this is not a deliberate policy of exclusion.
The sessions were open to the public regardless of age, race, or gender,
and most-of the speakers emphasised that their quarrel was not with
men but with the coercive and unjust laws and institutions of patriarchy
which engender and perpetuate the oppression and exploitation of
*
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